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• Campus safety

• College Ave.

Crossing street an unintentional adventure

Steam Plant
crosswalk
may be worst

By Tony Hallett
Staff writer
It's 9 in the morning. Melissa
Kneeland, a second year student at
the university,is making her way to
her first class. Warily, she dodges
drivers who are speeding around
corners searching for parking spots
hoping not to be late for class. Melissa remembers once almost getting struck by such a vehicle.
It's 11 a.m. Rhonda Burns, a
senior psychology major, is moving from one class to the next. She
stops at across walk with the chance
thatthe drivers may not stop for her.
"They'll plow you over," Rhonda
comments about the safety of pedestrians during the day.

Andrew Davis, a senior at
Orono, rides his bike to and from
the campus. At night, he speeds
past dark spots knowing the possibility thatsomeone may strike from
the shadows. "As a male, I feel
safe," Andrew states."But if I was
a female at night, I would have to
say no." Andrew mentions several
attacks that have happened in the
past year on women at night walking about campus. "I would feel
insecure," he continues.
All three people have genuine
concerns about pedestrian safety
on the grounds of the university. Is
traffic responding to the right of
way of pedestrians? Do motorists
travel too fast on UMaine grounds?
Can students feel safe at night,
knowing the Orono campus is adequately litto prevent assailantsfrom
stalking in the darkness? Many students say 'no'.
"When you're in a vehicle, its
like 'watch out pedestrians'. It's
more like you have to yield to (the
vehicle)instead ofthem yielding to
you," Rhonda Burns said. "When
you step into acrosswalk,they won't
stop."

By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer

Every day Cindy Reidy
makes the 30-minute drive from
her home in Carmel to the bucolic University of Maine campus. The first-year music student parks her 1994 Chevrolet
Lumina in the steam plant parking lot, gathers her books and
heads toward Lord Hall for the
day's first class.
But before she can start up
the hill, she has to make it across
College Avenue. This can
present a challenge to even the
nimblest of pedestrians.
"I usually don't step out into
crosswalk until I am sure
the
Close shaves between pedestrians and motorists, like this one
that
all the cars have gone by,"
on College Ave, maybe all to common at UMaine(Page photo)
Reidy said."That can be quite a
Burns also feels thatdrivers trav- ple need to be more patient,instead while. Most of them never
el too fast. Poor parking conditions, of being concerned with getting yield."
along with peoplerunning late,cause where they need to go."
Indeed, in a recent observathe speed oftraffic to increase."PeoSee X-Walk page 4
See PEDS page 4

• Renovations

• Public safety

UMaine officers tangle Gym to take semester offfor refurbishing
with assault, bike theft By Kathleen Brennnan
By Mike Doyle
Staff Writer
UMaine Pubic Safety had a
busy weekend responding to 87
incidents, ranging from theft to
assault.
Police investigations are continuing into the theft ofa mountain
bike from a retailer in the Memorial Union, at noon on Friday.
According to Paul Bulger,from
Acadia Bike and Canoe of48 Cottage St., Bar Harbor, a person approached company representative
Steven Jenks, to take a trial ride
and presented a student identification card - which turned out to be
false. Later that afternoon Jenks
reported the theft to Public Safety.
The bike, valued at between
$1,000-$1,500 new, was on sale
used for $795. It was described as
an M-700 model blue Cannondale
mountain bike with a white shock
front-end and aluminium frame.
Other distinguishing features

include a company inventory number 200/20P on the down tube.
Even if obliterated, Bulger said,
the bike can be tracked from its
serial number.
The false identification presented belonged to a former UMaine
student,from Kennebunkport,who
graduated in 1991 and has not visited the area since. The former
student, who allegedly reported the
theft of his wallet in 1988, was
contacted by UMPD and had a
solid alibi, which was verified by
his parents.
Bulger, who conducts a 3-day
annual sale in the Memorial Union,
described the bike as a top-of-theline mountain bike suitable for racing on rugged terrain.
Any information should be forwarded to investigator Inspector
William Laughlin ofPublic Safety
or Bulger at Bar Harbor(207)2889605.
Also,on Friday night at 10P.M.,
See COPS page 5

• Local
Panhellenic Council
introduces new recuiting
methods.
page 3
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Staff Writer

One ofthe most widely used buildings on campus will be undergoing
long overdueconstruction and maintenance in the coming months.
The Fieldhouse, the building that
houses the bulk of sports practices and
events,issettoclosefrom Maythrough
December of1995,Jim Dyer,assistant
athletics director, said.
"The field house neftris and will
receive a total and overall face lift,"
Dyer said.
The plans include constructing a
new roof, installing new doors and
windows,resurfacing the indoor track,
resurfacing the five basketball courts
and replacing deteriorated netting.
The new netting will be one of the
biggest help to some of the sports
teams,sophomoresoftballplayerShelly
Lefevre said.
"There were so many holes in the
old netting that balls actually went
through the holes and hit people running the track," Lefevre said about

• Editorial

The Memorial Gym, which will see construstion work in the
near future.(Page photo)
some of last season's practices.
The new doors and windows will
make the field house more energy
efficient, Dyer said. However, the
new roofisthe mostimportantchange
that will take place in the building.
"Last year, student athletes were

actually practicing whilerain waspouring downtheinterior walls,"Dyersaid.
Since these changes will be taking
place between May and December of
1995,it will not affect the sport teams
drastically,Dyersaid. However,other
See GYM page 5
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• Smoking deaths to triple

Briefi

• Cuban refugee killed by landmine
• Few Muslims left in Serbian held regions

• Lung Cancer

• Cuba

Study fmds smoking deaths on the rise

Refugee killed leaving Guantanamo

LONDON(AP)— Deaths from cigarettes are likely to more than triple over the next
quarter century to 20 every minute around the world, scientists warn in a new global
survey.
The findings are in a book,"Mortality from Smoking in Developed Countries 19502000," to be published Tuesday by scientists at Britain's Imperial Cancer Research Fund, the
World Health Organization and the American Cancer Society.
"Worldwide smoking is already killing 3 million people each year, and this number is
increasing," Richard Peto, a researcher at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, said at a news
conference Monday.
"In mostcountries,the worstis yetto come.Ifcurrentsmoking patterns persist,then by the time
the young smokers of today reach middle or old age,there will be about 10 million deaths a year
from tobacoo — one death every three seconds," Peto said.
The new survey provides the mostcomprehensive analysis ofthe world's smokers,describing
trends in smoking-related deaths since the 1950s and forecasting deaths into the next century. A
previous study by the same authors two years ago covered the 1960s through the 1990s.
The new book covers45 countries, 15 more than the previous study.The additional nations are
from eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
Sixty million deaths have been caused by smoking since the 1950s,the investigators estimate.
They predict smoking will kill about 10 million people a year by 2020, the vast majority in
developing countries where the habit continues to attract young women.

MEXICO CITY (AP) — A Cuban refugee was killed and another injured
when they tripped a land mine while trying to flee the U.S. Navy base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a Mexican news agency said, quoting Cuban defense
forces.
The Notimex dispatch from Havana on Sunday said the Cuban was killed in a no
man's land of densely sown mines that ring the American base on Cuba's remote,
southeastern tip. It did not say when the incident occurred.
Prensa Latina,the Cuban government news agency,also reported a refugee had died
during an escape attempt but did not say when.
U.S. military officials in Washington and at Guantanamo said Monday they could
not confirm the reports.
Frustration at being barred from the United States and at conditions in the camp have
led to protests and at least a few attempts to flee the base through dense minefields.
"We try to keep them in the fence, but they know and we know if they want to get
out, they can," Maj. Rick Thomas, an Army spokesman at Guantanamo, told The
Associated Press by telephone."We don't conduct a head count every hour. We're not
running a jail."
One of four refugees apparently trying to flee the camps early Sunday stepped on
a mine and lost a leg.
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• Transfer

Bosnian Serbs force
more Muslims out
TUZLA, Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP) — Bosnian
Serbs herded hundreds more Muslims across the
front lines Monday,and U.N.officials said few nonSerbs were left in Serb-held areas in the northeast.
Two people were killed during the transfer and many
others required urgent medical treatment when they arrived,
according to Red Cross officials at the crossing point.
One man,66-year-old Ismet Arnautovic, died when he
stepped on a mine while crossing into government territory,
officials of Bosnia's Muslim-dominated government and
refugees said.
The exodusfrom the towns ofBijeljina and Janja showed
the determination of ethnic Serb nationalists to force out the
last few thousand non-Serbs who have endured more than
two years of harassment and deprivation.
"If they haven't completely removed all the non-Serbs,
they have certainly got their numbers down to next to
nothing," said Ron Redmond, a spokesman for the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees in Geneva.
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• Mutilation

New controversy on

old tradition
CAIRO,Egypt(AP)—The practice ofcutting girls'
genitals, widespread in Egypt but rarely a source of
controversy, is suddenly making newspaper headlines
and government ministers are talking change.
Widespread publicity on the long-taboo subject of female
circumcision was set off when CNN International showed the
procedure being performed on a 10-year-old girl whoscreamed
in pain.
Atfirst,the cable network met with enraged criticism.Then
headlines began appearing like the one Sunday in the opposition daily Al-Wafd: "Circumcision, A Crime Against Girls."
Now feminists and doctors hope the attention will discredit
the traditional view that the procedure is necessary to tame
girls' sexual passions as they reach puberty.
"It's been a shock for most people. But now the media's
coming in, and there's real interest by the government to do
something," said Aziza Hussein, head of a group working to
stop the practice.
The procedure,called genital mutilation or female circumcision, ranges from clipping the clitoris to removing the external part of the sex organs.
The CNN report angered the Egyptian government since it
was aired during a U.N.population conference that the government hoped would showcase the nation.

4

• Stabbing

• Rebels

Warship looted in attack
Witness to mobbeating steps forward prior to cease-fire
CAPETOWN,South Africa(AP)— A witness to the
murder ofAmerican student Amy Biehl sobbed Monday
as she described how a mob beat and stabbed the young
woman to death.
The witness,a 27-year-old black woman who earlier refused
to testify out of fear for her safety, appeared Monday in closed
court. She may not be identified by name.
Biehl,who was white,was attacked by a mob ofblack youths
in the Guguletu township outside Cape Town on Aug.25, 1993.
The 26-year-old Fulbright scholar from Newport Beach,Calif.,
died of a stab wound to the heart and head injuries.
According to the witness,Biehl was driving friends home in
Guguletu when her car was stoned. She stopped and got out,
bleeding from a head wound,and shouted "Help!" the witness
said.
Another woman tried to lead Biehl from the area as the mob
attacked, shouting the anti-white slogan "One Settler, One

5

Bullet."
Crying, the witness described how a man jumped on Biehl
and hit her on the head with a stone. She said two of the three
defendants, Mzilchona Nofemela and Mongezi Manqina, approached Biehl and stabbed her.

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP) — Tamil rebels
rammed the Sri Lankan navy's largest warship with
explosives,in the most serious attack since the new
government offered peace talks to end the country's
11-year ethnic war, officials said early Tuesday.
The fate of the 40 sailors on board the ship was not clear,
military officers said, and there was no immediate report on
rebel casualties. The attack occurred shortly after midnight
Sunday off the coast of Mannar Island.
The ship caught on fire, and rebels boarded it and looted
its weapons,according to intercepted rebel radio messages,
a naval officer said on condition of anonymity.
The attack came as the Tamil Tiger rebels and the new
government of Prime Minister Chandrika Kumaratunga set
terms for negotiations- on ending fighting that has cost
34,000 lives. The Tigers have sought a cease-fire, but the
military has advised the government against it, fearing the
rebels would use a truce to rebuild their forces.
The navy lost communication with the ship,the 330-ton
patrol vessel Sagarawardene, before intercepting rebel radio accounts of an attack at sea. Other ships and air force
planes were sent to look for survivors.
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• Women's Resource Center

Center invites UMaine women to open house
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
Women have a very special place on
campus and are invited to learn more about
it at the open house at the Women's Resource Center on Wednesday.
There female students,faculty and women from area communities can read about
women's issues, get in touch with statewide women's organizations, network and
talk with women who have similar concerns.
The place is the Women's Resource
Center, located at 101 Fernald Hall, a suite
of offices shared with the Women in the
Curriculum/Women's Studies Program. It
was "established to promote and maintain

a positive and supportive climate for women
at the University and to provide linkages
with women and women's organizations
throughout the state," according to a pamphlet distributed by the center. It also "promotes a broader understanding of the diverse experiences of all women."
The room in which the center is located
is a comfortable place. Brightly bound
books fill a number of tall bookshelves and
vibrantly colored reproductions of paintings hang on the walls. The carpeted floor
muffles footsteps but cannot silence the
sound of activity coming from each office.
The WRC is a division of the Research
and Public Service Office of the University
of Maine, dedicated to personal and professional development of women. WRC Di-

rector Sharon Barker feels that the purpose
of the resource center is to educate and
inform women about events and issues for
and about women.
Each semester the WRC creates and distributes a calender by and for women containing events that women would be interested in.
The Open House was created by students
so that other students and the public will be
more informed about the facility. It is be a
good opportunity to meet the staff of the
WRC and learn about its purpose, as well as
find out more about its excellent resources.
Refreshments, door prizes and tours of the
center will be offered as well throughout the
day Wednesday.
The facility is open to all, male as well as

female. Its library is extensive and has a
computer connection to Ursus, so it is a
perfect place to research women's issues.
Also available are many pamphlets, journals, periodicals and an excellent video collection with information on women and
women's issues.
This year Sharon Barker is the adviser
for a student organization called The Women's Center, which the WRC will house.The
student group deals with student's concerns
about women and women's issues and the
WRC gives it resources, guidance and support.
The open house will last all day Wednesday and all people are invited to drop in.
"The women's movement has values for
all people," Barker said.

• What a rush

Sororities striving for increased membership
By Kristi Hallowell
Staff Writer
The Panhellenic Council launched a new
recruiting program last year to get more women
interested in Greek Life. The second year of the
program is currently underway.
"We were the first university to implement this
new rush program with sororities,"said Carrie-Anne
White,first Vice-President ofPanhell.'The format
had been used with fraternities at other universities,
but we were the first women to implement it"
White has received calls fiom several other

universities interested in the program.
TheUniversityofMinnesota is trying ourrush
this fall," White said.
The National Panhellenic Council hastaken an
interestin Maine's Rush and hasdesignated itasthe
pilot Panhell recruiting program for the Northeast,
according to a national Panhell representative.
Panhell began work for this fall's rush last
spring.Oneofthe pre-rush projects wasa pamphlet
mailed to incoming first year students and their
parents.
"WetoolctheideafortlrparnplielfromtheNational
Panhell's model," said Nicole Austin, Panhell Public

Relation chair.'`Ihen wechanged itto fit UMaire."
The pamphlet was mailed to over600women
"We tried to write itfrom a parent's perspective,"
Austin said.'We tried to answer any questions they
might have."
Thelessfor styleofrecruiting has metwith allot
ofsupport&um allthesororities.Shelley Byron,asenior
member of Fhi Mu sorority, sees dr new rush as an
"100% improvement."
"Thisstyleofrushisalotmomcasualandiseasier
on the sisters," Byron said "It was easy to burnout
with the Mae formal version ofrush."
Accordingto Austin,the new rush islessstressful
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for the rushees,as well as sisters.
'The old way ofrecruiting was more intimidating for the rushees," Austin said.
Thedifference is notonly in the attitudesofthe
participating members,but in the numbers.Forty
women were matched in the Fall Rush of 1992,
compared to93lastyear,with thelessformal rush.
According to Byron,the less formal rush also
helps create a stronger bond among the sororities..
"There is more unity among the different
chapters with the new rush,"Byron said."Weare
all working for a common goal and it is easier to
achieve that when we all work together."
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738 Stillwater Ave.
827-7012
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ALIGNMENTS
1 Vista Way
989-1280

• SHOCKS & STRUTS
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Bendix Lifetime Warranty
VIP Trained Techicians
Roadmates by Gabriel & Rancho
Complete Systems

BRAKE SPECIAL A1TENTION ALL UMO STUDENTS & FACULTY!
FRONT DISC PADS or
REAR SHOES

OFF
Get
10%
$1699 any service labor
per axle
most cars

• New pads or shoes.
Resurface rotors or drums
• Repack front bearings if
applicable
• Test drive
• Extra charge for metallic

when you show your
MO I D card!
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PEDS

from 1

Melissa Kneeland readily agrees with
Bums' opinion of the dangers facing pedestrians."Isaw somebody get hit. Some people
just don't look," Kneeland explained.
Kneeland described an incident last year
in which a driver struck a student as he
crossed the road in a cross-walk. The operator had been stopped at a sign, and when she
pulled out she failed to look in the direction
that she was headed in.
Melissa noted the worst time ofday to be
a pedestrian is early in the morning."When
people are late. A lot of them aren't paying
any attention when they're trying to get to
class."
Traffic conditions are not Melissa's primary concern. It is the lighting conditions at
night and the constant fear of attack."I don't
feel safe at night. I have no way to protect
myself," Melissa explained. Although she
feels that lighting around the buildings is
adequate,the outskirts ofcampus have some
trouble spots. "The parking lot by the river
isn't very good." Melissa said. Melissa cur-

rently has refrained from taking any late factor in the lighting. During the fall with the go, Mitchell insisted the university had an
classes.
leaves, we have different conditions than in exceptional program. "The speed limit is
Thomas Cole,Director ofFacilities Man- the winter," Cole said.
strictly enforced here on campus. People
agement, has a different impression of the
In the past, UMaine has offered an escort who speed are summonsed. We have a good
conditions than those people who endure service for pedestrians who did not want to record (of pedestrian safety). We had one
them.
walk alone at night as an added safety precau- person get hit this summer, but it was the
"It is my impression that traffic seems to tion. This program fell under the axe of bicyclist's fault. We have been lucky."
observe the pedestrians'right ofway."Cole's budget cuts, but Deborah Mitchell of the Mitchell informed the accident was the first
department is responsible for the engineering Public Safety Department hopes to see it reported incident in quite some time at
and maintenance of conditions on the cam- continued soon.
UMaine.
pus.His department builds walks,cross-walks
"Assoon as we have enough time, we will
Students feel there are other positive
and installs the outside lighting. The lighting gather people who are interested in an escort points about pedestrian conditions. The
itself is another aspect that Cole sees as program," Mitchell said. Mitchell also offers speed limit is reasonable, provided some
satisfactory.
a class on selfdefense and personal safety."It people follow it. There are many cross"I am not aware of any dark conditions is our most popular program," Mitchell con- walks, if motorists stop for pedestrians in
on campus,"Cole said. Each year the depart- tinued.
them. The up-coming Rape Awareness
ment conducts a walk around campus in
Other methods Public Safety uses to safe- Week helps students in preventing attacks,
order to spot dark areas. Since the mid-80's, guard personal well-being is to saturate the as well as defending against them.
the department has spent an estimated one- campus with information on subjects such as
But are these highlights equal to the
half million dollars on outside lighting. Cole rape awareness and selfdefense.The Depart- down side? A majority of the students
went on to add that if a student did feel there ment also makes sure to pass out descriptions still say 'no', despite Public Safety's and
were areas that needed checking, to notify of assailants as soon as possible to prevent Facility Management's apparent denial
Charlie Chandler.
future attacks.
of unsafe conditions for pedestrians on
"The landscape does change. This is a big
As far as traffic conditions on campus the Orono campus.

X-WALK

from 1

tion, The Maine Campus witnessed fully
two thirds of the cars that encountered
pedestrians at the College Ave. crosswalks failed to yield.
In a 90 minute period, the Campus
saw 48 vehicles confront pedestrians
attempting to cross the street. Of these
48, only 16 relinquished the right of
way.
Often the result was simply an extended wait on the part of the pedestrian
as traffic cleared. However, several individuals came dangerously close to

being struck as vehicles attempted to
Many of the pedestrians interviewed
swerve around them.
felt the crosswalk should be more prom"Quite often they never yield," inently marked with larger signs and
UMaine student Arthur Libby said.
reflective paint.
Libby said he has seen numerous in"That was the reason we did it,"
stances of cars speeding up to beat pe- Orono Public Works Director Calvin
destrians to the crosswalk or swerving Smith said.
around pedestrians already in the crossSmith said the town of Orono rewalk.
painted all the crosswalks with re"Once my fiancée was crossing Col- flective paint because members of the
lege Ave., and this guy almost killed her community raised concerns about visbecause he didn't stop," he said. "It ibility, but the College Ave. crossreally freaked her out."
walk was the responsibility of the

Sorority

R U S H

ALPHA OMICRON PI
9/21 Wednesday 8 pm: Come Meet the Sisters & Tour Our House
9/22 Thursday 5:30 pm: Paint the Town Red
9/23 Friday 6:30 pm: "Under the Sea at Aon"
9/25 Sunday 4 pm: BBQ on our Deck
9/26 Monday 8 pm: Chocolate Lover's Night
9/27 Tuesday 7 pm: Margaritaville
9/28 Wednesday 7 pm: Around the World

university.
"We do the center line," Smith said.
"They do the crosswalks."
Enforcement of existing traffic
laws, including pedestrian laws, however, is the town of Orono's responsibility, UMaine Public Safety Inspector William Laughlin said.
"Generally, enforcement of speed
limits, stop signs and the like on College Ave. is Orono's," Laughlin said.
"Traffic control entering and exiting
campus is joint."

Schedule
DELTA ZETA

9/21 Wednesday 8 pm: Totally 80's
9/22 Thursday 6:45 pm: Gutter Party
9/23 Friday 7 pm: Mocktails at Cheers!
9/25 Sunday 12:30 pm: Afternoon Garden Party
9/27 Tuesday 7 pm: New York State of Mind
9/28 Wednesday 7:30: Preference Night/ Rose Ceremony
"For all rushes, please meet in the chapter room,located in the basement of Oxford Hall.

**For all rushes, please meet at the house,located at 380 College Ave. Near Alfond.

PHI MU
ALPHA PHI
9/21 Wednesday 6:45 pm: Fifties Night
9/22 Thursday 8 pm: The Year 2000
9/23 Friday 6 pm: Pajama Party
9/25 Sunday 2 pm: BBQ & Field Day
9/26 Monday 6 pm: Monday Night Meeting- Disney Night
9/27 Tuesday 7 pm: Campfire Night
9/28 Wednesday 6:30 pm: Preference Night

9/21 Wednesday 6:45 pm: "Animal House" - Bring a Toga!
9/22 Thursday 5:30 pm: Ultimate Twister Tournament
9/23 Friday 6 pm: Hawaiian Luau
9/25 Sunday 2 pm: Beach Volleyball & Picnic
9/26 Monday 7 pm: "Peace, Love & Happiness"- Tye Dying Party
9/27 Tuesday 7 pm: Bonfire & S'mores
9?28 Wednesday 7 pm: Sharing in the OM Bond
**For all rushes, please meet in the chapter room, located in the basement of Knox Hall.

**For all rushes, please meet in the chapter room,in the basement of Hancock Hall.

PI BETA PHI
CHI OMEGA
9/21 Wednesday 5:30 pm: Happy Hour with Mocktails- Meet the Sisters
9/22 Thursday 8 pm: Live Entertainment!
9/23 Friday 6 pm: Bonfire
9/24 Saturday 2 pm: BBQ & Volleyball
9/26 Monday 7 pm: Boxer Shorts Bash
9/27 Tuesday 7 pm: Ice Cream Party & Games
9/28 Wednesday 7 pm: Sharing the Sisterhood

9/21 Wednesday 8 pm: Ice Cream W/ The Sisters
9/22 Thursday 6:45 pm: Sparkling Cider And Cheese Party
9/23 Friday 5:30 pm: Oriental Jade Night
9/24 Saturday 12 pm: Reggae Sun Splash
9/25 Sunday 8 pm: "Bon Fire"
9/26 Monday 5:30 pm:Pizza King Night
9/27 Tuesday 5:30 pm: Cafe Pi Phi
9/28 Wednesday 5:30 pm: Garden Party

"For all rushes, please meet at the house, located at 81 College Ave. Near the Newman Center.

**For all rushes, please meet in the chapter room,located in the basement of Somerset Hall.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
9/21 Wednesday 5:30 pm: "Delta's the Word"
9/22 Thursday 6:45 pm: "Rockin'60's"
9/23 Friday 6 pm:"Mexican Margaritas"
9/24 Saturday 5 pm: BBQ
9/25 Sunday 1 pm: Walk out & Picnic
9/27 Tuesday 5 pm: "Heathers" & Croquet.

9/28 Wednesday 6 pm: Tea For Two
**For all rushes,please meet in the chapter room,located in the basement of Kennebec Hall.

Visit the sororities at their house or chapter room.
Anyone attending will get their name in a raffle for a
$25 gift certificate to the UMaine Bookstore!
"*On September 29, you may receive an invitation to join one or more
sororities, if you do,decided which one and let them know no earlier
than September 30th. Remember, you can only choose one if you
receive more than one invitation.

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, September 21, 1994
Here are afew ofthe many dark spots discovered on a brief walk
around campus.
1.North end of parking lot by the steam plant.
2.Dirt parking lot across from Alfond Arena.
3.The Mall, particularly the north end.
4.A significant length of the right side of the the road towads
Hilltop Commons.
5.Ernmecliate area around Holmes Hall.
6.Field area across the road from Holmes Hall.
7.Roadway between Holmes Hall and Library.
8.Area of road by Philosophy Department.
9.Area between Memorial Union and Honors Center.
10.North side of parking lot between Cutler Health Center and Bennett Hall.

• Lectures

Health speach series to
address todays health issues
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

Health Speak '94 Luncheon Series on
Contemporary Health Issues will discuss topics relevant to today's society,such as health
care reform, condom availability in high
school, and others.
"Speakers provide a way to stimulate
discussion for those who attend Health Speak.
They will have an opportunity to participate
in the discussion and express their thoughts
and ideas," Martha Eastman, Nursing Coordinator said.
The Health Speak series started in 1991 to
discuss contemporary health issues, rather
than just to inform. Eastman said they hoped
it would generate action in the community.
The series starts Wednesday, Sept. 21,
with a discussion on Health Care Reform vs.
Health Care Finance Reform. David F.Wihry,

associate professor and chair of economics,
will discuss the efforts to restructure the
finance ofthe health care system in the U.S.,
Eastman said.
"Should Condoms Be Available in Maine
High Schools?",the next topic in the series,
takes place Tuesday, Oct. 18th. Students
from MountDesert High School will discuss
their effort to make condoms available and
increase community awareness.
"This is an important issue for the campus community. Some of these students are
potential UMaine students, and it's important that those having intercourse are practicing safe sex.," Sherri Cousins, Program
Coordinator, Campus Living and Student
Health Services said.
"Providing Health Care for Migrant
Workers in Maine," will be discussed by
Judy White,Executive Director Rural Health
See HEALTH on page 8
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Gym

from 1

events housed in the building will be affected.
College fairs,conferences,charitable events,
concerts,youth sportcampsand craftfairs arejust
some ofthe events which are held in the68 yearold building. These and otherevents will haveto
be relocated. Mostofthe events could be relocated to the Alfond Arena, Dyer said.
Although events could be relocated to the
Alfond,relocatingrained-out practices is harder
to resolve, said Dyer.
"May-December is the best possible time to
makethese necessary changes. Mostsportteams
are practicing outsideduringthese months.Hopefully,the teams will be able to adjust," said Dyer
with hopes the field house will be completed by
the winter.
Even though athletes will be losing a little

practice time,the changesseem to be welcomed.
"It is very necessary. Last season, my team
was actually practicing with huge puddles in the
middle ofthefield house,"Lefevre said.Lefevre's
season will not be affected by the construction.
The'mustdoit' project will befunded mostly
by UMaine and the University ofMaine System,
who will be taking care oftwo-thirds ofthe cost.
The other one-third will be fund raised by the
athletic department.
"We realize we'll be displacing many people, and we'll try and meet as many needs as
possible with some creative scheduling. Interior
structural work will be done to refurbish the
structure notjust for athletic purposes butfor the
benefit ofeveryone who has come to depend on
the Field House," said Dyer.

Cops

from 1

police arrested Andrew Lehto, 18, from
Sullivan, Me., outside of Knox Hall.
Lehto, a non-student who was in the
company of others, presented a false identification card when approached by officers
investigating possession of alcohol.
Lehto assaulted the officer who stopped
and searched him, and he attempted to escape but was quickly apprehended. Lehto
was transported to Penobscot County Jail
and later released on his own recognizance.
He was charged with assault, possession
of marijuana and possession of a false identification. He is due to appear at the 3rd
District Court in Bangor on Oct. 10, 1994.
Police investigations are continuing into
a incident at Cumberland Hall at 1:17 a.m..,
on Saturday. The incident was described as
a "relationship problem" by Laughlin.
As a result, an ambulance was sum-

moned,and a student was transported to the
hospital suffering from a concussion.
Laughlin said he expected the incident
to be handled internally by Director of Judicial Affairs William Kennedy when investigations are finalized
Police and fire units also responded to
two separate incidents at York Hall. At 7:25
p.m. on Sunday,the fire service was alerted
to a report of an odor of smoke. Upon
investigation, they discovered a couple of
pans of burnt chicken left in the ovens of the
dining commons, Orono Fire Chief Robert
Burke said.
York Hall was also evacuated after the
fire alarm at5 p.m. yesterday. The source of
the fire was traced to a trash can on the third
floor which was probable activated by a
carelessly discarded cigarette. Fire fighters
used an extinguisher to put out the fire.

Hey Seniors!
The Maine Campus is looking for a qualified
individual lo assist the network manager 101ours a week. Duties will include routine
maintenance on printers and computers, assisting users, and other tasks to keep the
computers operational.

Please contact Sam Bailey at the Maine Campus:
Suite 7a (Basement)
Lord Hall
Orono, Me 04469
581-3035
581-1274 (fax)
The Maine Campus is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Come join

Senior Council

and make your senior year a
memorable one!
First meeting of the year is on
Wednesday, Sept. 21st at 9 pm.

Sutton Lounge
Second floor of the Union
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• Police blotter

• Not for peanuts

Orono police have a
busy weekend

Clinton learns that Carter isn't cheap

Friday, September 16th
0026
Noise problem, 38 Grove St.
Possible Rams Horn,it was Geddy's. Spoke to
Mgr. will comply.
1325 Attempt to serve subpoena, 25 E
Talmar. Neg. contact (served at 1527)
1427 Theft, 11 Colbum Dr. Apt. 3.
1530 Put lights on flash,on Mill St. to help
with traffic problem.
2202 Noise complaint,95 Park Place.
2334 Loud party at42-48 Washburn Place.
Saturday, September 17th
0028 Old Tow needs operator for intoxilizor.
0035 Large party, partying in backyard
and front porch.
0048 Hydrant wide open in front ofCredit
Union.
0117 ALS requested to 231 Cumberland
hall.
0137 Alarm for Treats Falls house.
0139 Respond to Treats Falls house with
fire.
0148
Subject passed out in lobby at
Cumberland Hall.
0227 10-8 Advised subject not to drive.
0810 Anonymous caller,puppy roaming
around on sidewalk.
1245 Distraugt female, 20, called from

WASHINGTON (AP) — If he didn't
learn the lesson in North Korea, President
Clinton knows now that Jimmy Carter's
help comes with a price.
Hours after closing a deal to avert a
military invasion of Haiti, the former presShop-n-Save in Old Town. Almostrun off1-95
ident broadsided Clinton with criticism of
by 5252 BM. Car was swerving from side to
his Haiti policy and launched a publicity
side making obscene gestures at other drivers,
campaign from the Lincoln bedroom.
possible 10-43. Passed info to 0.T.P.D. Caller
Carter opposed an invasion. He opposed
was most upset and did not wantto leave name.
an embargo. He opposed driving fallen
Sec. of State, Augusta.
dictators from Haiti. He opposed nearly
1830 Disturbance,9 Colburn Dr. Loud
every aspect of the president's work in
stereo.
Haiti, a senior Clinton aide said.
2100 Loud Music in area ofCommunity
The former president accused Clinton
House.
of nearly scuttling peace talks by deploying
2120 Shots offire in area of238B Forest
an invasion force while negotiations were
Ave.
still under way. "What we had worked on
2123 Theft of bike,4D Talmar Wood.
to accomplish was about to come apart,"
2201 Loud party, 25 Fellows Place.
Carter told CNN.
Sunday, September 18th
Clinton's foreign policy team insist004.6 Noise problems,people in street,86
ed that an imminent threat of war was
Mill Street.
what pushed military leader Lt. Gen.
0113 Noise problem,Talmar Wood, 12
Raoul Cedras to close the deal. The agreebldg.
ment has drawn criticism from lawmak0143 Construction cones missing from
ers who think Clinton went too easy on
Main Street
the junta.
0150 Replacing cones on Main Street.
"Well,I've expressed my criticism pub0244
Lower Pine, 10-43 individually
licly," Carter said Tuesday. Referring to
trying to damage mailbox.
two other members ofthe negotiating team,
0819 Out of station for driver training.
retired Gen. Colin Powell and Sen. Sam
0914 Damage to vehicle during the night.
Nunn, the former president added: "All
1049 Clear driver training.
three of us have expressed our concern
1120 Compliant of ashes on cars from
about the embargo, which was affecting
primarily very poor people in the country."
See BLOTTER page 10
Clinton Publicly heaped praise on Cart-

er, and White House officials marveled at
his eagerness to hopscotch the globe and
make peace. He was at it again Tuesday,
meeting privately in Atlanta with ambassadors from North and South Korea.
Carter's energetic efforts make it easier
to forgive stubbornness, frankness and an
apparent hunger for the spotlight, officials
said, privately.
"The wonderful thing is that, working
from differing perspectives, we achieved a
terrific result," a senior White House official, speaking on condition of anonymity,
told reporters.
"President Carter may have a different
view ofthat," White House press secretary
Dee Dee Myers said Tuesday. "It's certainly his right."
Aides bristled when he made the weehour arrangements with CNN,before Clinton's news conference the next morning.
Some questioned whether he exceeded his
mandate in negotiating with the military
leaders. Others said he sounded naive and
pious.
The same complaints were heard from
an otherwise grateful White House when
Carter interceded in June to defuse the
North Korean crisis.
He returned from that trip to rip the
Clinton administration and its "so-called
experts" who predicted North Korea would
buckle under the threat of sanctions. He
said sanctions are hurting the Caribbean
nation's poor and made him "ashamed of
my country's policy."

Forless than a dollar aday
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester

Onejava,piping hot, no sugar and hold the moojuice.

With an Apple Computer Loan, it now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh* personal
computer. In fact, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac'for
as little as $23 per month!Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

Macintosh Performa'6364/250,
Apple Color Plus 14"Display AppleDestgn"
Keyboard and mouse.
Only $1,399.00. Or about $23 a monalt

Macintosh Pmforma 63681250
with CD ROM,Amle Color Plus 14'Dirpiay,
AppieDegp Keyboardand mouse
Only $1,699.00. Or about $28 a month.

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special_
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it the best time ever to Ap.
pieII
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best!

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
Offer expires October IZ 1994; atonable only while supplies last. ©1994Apple Computer Mc. All rights resertvd APPle, *Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and 'Thepouer to be your best" are rewistered trademarks ofApple Computer Inc. AppleDesign and Mac are trademarks ojApple Computer, Inc.
ClarisWoris is a registered trademark ofClaris Corporation. 'monthlypayment is an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan of$1480.42for the Performa 636and $1,79788for the Performa 636 wilh CD-ROM syskins shown above $23per month is an estimate based on an APPle Computer Loan
of $1,485.71for a Performa 636 system. Prices and loan amounts are subject to change without notice. See your Apple Campus Radler or representativefor current system prices. A 35% loan origination fee will be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the
commercialpaper rate plus 5.3.5% For the month ofAugust 1994, the interest rate UM 10.10°A, with on APR ofI136%. 8-year loan term with no prepaymentpenalty. The monthly payment shown assumes no deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may defer principalpayments up to 4years, or
until graduation. Deftrment will change your monthlypayments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval.
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• Column

• Crime

Clinton Won,how long will it last?

Woman shot
while helping
friend

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fragile, imprecise,risky — for all the second guesses,
President Clinton's deal to depose Haiti's
military rulers short of war is a plus among
his minuses in foreign policy.
He won.
It may be temporary, and that will be
told soon enough— by the Oct. 15 deadline
for the military bosses to yield power for
the return of Haiti's ousted, elected president.
There may yet be casualties, despite the
agreement that averted a U.S. attack with
only 30 minutes to spare Sunday night.
Peacekeeping can be a deadly business; 36
Americans were killed in Somalia, where
the final,few Marines were withdrawn last
week just before the first U.S. forces went
unopposed into Haiti.
"I want to emphasize that the situation
in Haiti remains difficult, it remains uncertain; the mission still has risks," Clinton
said Monday as American forces landed
for a military occupation he promised will
be limited in time and scope. He didn't say
how limited, and there soon will be pressure for that answer.
There are complaints that he's accepted
a bargain too kind to the usurpers he accused of a reign ofterror,that they won't be
compelled to go into exile for the return of
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, that human rights violators are to get amnesty,
that there's a face-saving delay before they
have to relinquish power.

Flaws, perhaps. "I don't want it to be
examined by lawyers who can spend weeks
seeing what we did injust a few minutes,"
said former President Carter, the chief
negotiator, "but the overwhelming point
is that all of our objectives were accomplished."
And it certainly is better than the alternative, both for the forces who might otherwise have had to fight against sniping or
skirmishes and for the president. Clinton
avoided an invasion for which he'd gained
scant support, despite months of warnings,United Nations backing and a nationally televised ultimatum Thursday night.
Congress was divided. Sunday morning, Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, DN.Y.,had said on network TV that Clinton
would be breaching his oath of office by
ordering invasion, an accusation as angry
as those chorused by Republicans.
"Unfortunately, not all the decisions
that are right can be popular," Clinton
said, maintaining that he hadn't needed
congressional approval for an invasion or
for occupation. But he also said that any
sustained effort involving U.S.forces needs
public support over the long run. "We
have learned that mostly in good ways and
sometimes in sad ways in our country's
history," he said, obliquely recalling his
own opposition to the war in Vietnam 25
years ago.
The difference between an invasion
and the unopposed landing was the difference between bitter debate over an uncertain vote on his policy, and a resolution
that backs the troops, praises the negotia-

tors and, more guardedly, the president,
and silently reserves judgment on a policy
some Republicans were calling a mistaken
military occupation.
After all,congressional elections are only
seven weeks away, and the Republicans
aren't about to give Clinton a mid-campaign
endorsement. When party roles were reversed, in the Persian Gulf War,the Democrats had agreed to a resolution supporting
George Bush as commander in chief, but
balked at praising him as president.
Clinton had said the Haitian situation
was a test of American credibility. It certainly was a test of his own. Carter helped
him pass that exam, with more to come,
beginning with the deadline for the end of
military rule.
The head man, Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras,
reneged on a deal to yield by Oct. 15, 1993,
but there weren't 15,000 American troops
in Haiti to make that happen. This time
there will be. None of it is based on trust,
Defense Secretary William Perry said.
Butthere is no lack ofuncertainty."There
will be difficult times ahead," said retired
Gen. Colin Powell, former chairman of the
joint chiefs of staff, credited with a key role
in bargaining with the Haitian generals.
"There may well be injuries and casualties.
We can't guarantee anything."
Sen.Sam Nunn,D-Ga.,the other negotiator, said there is a "clear and continuing danger" that Haitian factions will vengefully turn
on one another.

NASHUA,N.H.(AP)— Sugeiry "Cookie"
Rohanawastryinghelpafriendesrapeastreetfight
when she was shot in the shoulder by a gunman
apparently aiming for her friend, police said.
Rohana, 18, of Nashua was treated at the
Southern New Hampshire Regional Medical
Center Sunday for a gunshot wound in her
shoulder. She was released two hours later.
Rohana was sitting in the front passenger
seat of a car as several men argued and threatened each other with knives early Sunday
morning, according to court documents.
She helped persuade afiend,Julio Vargas,to
leave the scuffle and getinto the back ofthe car as
MigdaliaRodriguez,17,ofNashuastartedtodrive
away,according to police and witness reports.
A man then "came out of nowhere,"
grabbed the door handle of the car and ran
alongside asit pulled away,said a witness,who
requested anonymity.The man then let go and
fired ashot atthe back ofthe caras it sped away,
missing Vargas and hitting Rohana.
Police Lt Alan Stuart said Rohana was
"absolutely not" involved in the fighting and
was not the intended victim.
Albert Smith,52,ofNashua was arraigned
on a charge of first-degree assault
He was held at the Hillsborough County
Jail in Manchester in lieu of$15,000 cash bail.
Judge H.Philip Howorth scheduled a probable,
cause hearinR for Sept. 28.
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New Address?
Family Times
Trip
to

Have you notified
the Registrar's
Office of your
change of address?
If not, stop by
or call us at
581-1288.

Leonard's Mills
"Living History Days"
October 2, 1994, 11 am - 1 pm
Volunteers in period dress demonstrate tasks typical ofthe post-colonial period.
Contact the Commuter Services Office, Memorial Union for details.
Sign up required before Sept. 30th.

Party Animal.
Legendary Margaritas and Frozen Drinks!
Happy Hour Specials!
Fabulous Food From "South of the Border"!
Free Fresh Chips & Salsa! Take-out Menu!
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Margaritas Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole
15 Mill Street, Orono Open at 4pm daily
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Sex Matters
Q. I want to be able to
date others while at college, but!have a girlfriend
back home. She doesn't
want to break up. Should I
*ust go ahead and date people here and not tell my
girlfriend? Male, FirstYear.
A. It sounds like you need to decide
what you really want in relationships
with others. It's difficult to have a
relationship built on deception - with
either your girlfriend at home or the
women you would like to date here at
college. If you really want to date other
women, you need to be honest about
your feelings and tell your current girl-

By Dr. Sandra L. Caron,PhD

friend. In the long run, you won't be Let me point out, there may be many
doing her (or you) any favors by being reasons your partner enjoys your breasts
dishonest.
- size is only one factor to consider, and
Q: As strange as this may sound,I can't it is irrelevant for many couples. Maybe
understand how or why my boyfriend likes he likes the way they look,feel,taste,and
my breasts. He says they turn him on, but smell. Maybe he likes texture, shape or
I guess I don't feel confident or something. design. Maybe he likes them because
Female, Senior.
they are part of you.
A: When it comes to concerns about
Q: How often do most people do it?
breast size, I think it's similar to some What's the average sex drive? I'm just
people's concerns about penis size: It's wondering if I'm normal. Male, Juna bigger issue in the locker room than it is ior.
the bedroom. Too often we think breasts
A: Sex drive(or desire)varies greatly
come in only two sizes: too big or too from person to person. Some people
small. With all the messages from the have sex twice a year, others have it
media about "perfect" bodies, it's not twice a day. Your age, health, and how
surprising you (and some other women) much school work you have can all affect
feel uncomfortable with your breast size. your desire. I would encourage you to

Accepted at
more schools
than you were.

think about what is comfortable for you
- and not look to some "national average"for assurance. I'm always amazed
at how many students assume everyone
else is having so much more sex than
they are. Do what feels comfortable for
you and your partner.
Sandra L. Caron is an Associate Professor in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies; she teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality. Questions for Dr.
Caron can be sent directly to her at_ The
Maine Campus, basement of Lord Hall.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron 1994

Health

from page 5

Care Centers of Maine,Inc. on Wednesday,
Nov.9th.The center provides primary care to
the migrant workers in the state.
The focus ofthe discussion will be on the
health care needs met by the program and the
implications of these needs in health care
reform, Eastman said.
The Health Speak series closes with a
discussion on university improvements in
working conditions related to hazardous
waste. The talk is set for Tuesday Dec. 6th.
Victoria A. Justus, Director of the UMaine
Department of Environmental Health and
Safety, will head the discussion.
Health Speak'94 takes place in the North
and South Bangor Lounges in the Memorial
Union from 12:20-1:30 and is free and open
to the public.

INFORMATION
RESEARCH
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

ORDERING
HOT LINE

800-351-0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave.. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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LINCOLN TOWN CARS
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10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
DIAL (207) 947-8294 • 1-800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Flour Service

FAX, Copies, Computers
Typing, Printing, Résumés

Rhinos Copies
153 Park Street, Orono, Maine

VISA
40AM

866-7141 'Pe
1

r:

'
01/PLIIS

everYvviaere
you want to be:

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3
different fundraisers
lasting either
3 days or 7 days.
No Investment. Earn $55$ fo
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for yourself.
For details, call:

(1::, Virg& U.S.A. Inc. 1994

1-800-932-052S, Ext.65
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We're Gettin'
Some!
Good Entertainment, That is...

Actually, that all depends on you. We rely
upon our membersto help us select quality
entertainmentfor the University ofMaine.
This is whythe membershipforTheUnion
Boar .1,s nowopen,sothatwecangetdiverse
insight to help us select bands, films,
comedians and special events. Let' face it
folks,Oronodoesn'thave theentertainment
options of a booming metropolis,but at
least the Union Board lessepms- e amount
ofcow-tippingincidents. <whatmoredo
you need to know? Join the Union Board!

Open House Meeting Tonight!
6:30 PM in the Totman Lounge, Memorial Union

The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment •581-1735
A Division of Student Affairs
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• Taxes

TODAY'S WEATHER:

Vermont tax cut would
require other tax hikes

Sunny.Highs 70-75.

THURSDAY:
Sunny,Highs 65-70. Patchy Fog Possible.

MMNIIIMMMEMffiffl
01
•MEXICAN RESTAURANT & CANTINA BAR•
OPEN 7 Days Lunch & Dinner
• Free Chips & Salsa • Frozen Margaritas
Located in the Westgate Mall
Jalapenos
Stuffed
•
•Sizzling Fajitas
Union Street, Bangor
• Happy Hour Daily 4-6
is • Quesadillas
• Private Kids Play Area
• Chimichangas
• Fried Ice Cream

942-6196

LegNOM

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) — Gov.
Howard Dean's proposal to cut the personal
income tax has a catch: An administration
official told lawmakers Tuesday it would
require an offsetting increase in another revenue source.
Administration Secretary William Sorrell said maintaining the state sales tax at 5
percent or adding a penny to the state rooms
and meals tax were among the options under
consideration.
Sorrell said that even with the offsetting
revenues, the state budget for the coming
year would be tight.
"I don't want to pretend it will be easy,"
said.
he
Dean has made a centerpiece of his reelection campaign a proposal to cut the state
income tax rate from 25 percent of federal
liability to 24 percent.
The tax cut would take effect Jan. 1, 1996
and cost the state about $5 million in lost
revenues in fiscal 1996 and $15 million in
fiscal 1997 and each of the following years.

Sorrell told the Legislature's Joint Fiscal
Committee on Tuesday that at least in fiscal
1996 the state would need to make up the
revenue lost from the income tax cut to keep
the state budget in balance.
"For us to just pull $5 million out of the
budget for FY96 for a personal income tax
cut, we would have to make deep spending
cuts or find another resource source to not go
into the red," Sorrell said.
"The significant cuts would be unacceptable and this governor will not let us go into
the red, so we're looking at revenues from
another source," he said.
The sales tax,raised in 1991,is scheduled
to drop to 4 percent next year. Sorrell said
maintaining that rate at its present 5 percent
and earmarking some of the money for general government and some for a property tax
reform package was the most likely option.
He said that if there were no property tax
reform,the governor would likely recommend
instead adding a penny to the rooms and meals
tax, which generates far less than the sales tax.

Blotter

from 6

1545 Sex offense,34 Pine Street
1740 Lost bookhag, Main St, near Merrill
Memhants Bank
1900 Fire alarm at Stockier Hall, UMO.
1925 Strange burning smell, near mom 151
York Hall hasment
1955 Theft,NYNEX calling card and radio.
2110 A lady calledform her neighbors phone
advising that herhusband wason theirhome phone
at 10 Charles St with a distraught male subject

talking about his supper being on fire, but they
couldn't get him to say it was still burning. I called
TelcoSecurity,askedthem totraceanincomingcall
0866-3411 -itcamebackto989-7017-a116EState
St, Brewer PD checked well being them,subject
had indeed burned his supper on the stove, but all
was OK and there was no fire.
2245 Debrisin Rd,on Kelly between 1-95 and
RT #2.
2345 Trouble alarm, Kennebec Hall.
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Partners/Mentor Program
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Are you an upper-class, non-traditional student who would be available to spend
at least one hour every week with a newly enrolled, non-traditional student?
Are you a newly enrolled, non-traditional student who would like an upperclass, non-traditional student mentor?
If you would like to participate in this program, stop by the Commuter
Office, Memorial Union to sign up.
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...7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective financial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company

Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education

To schedule an appointment with Brian on his next visit to
campus, call: 1-800-274-3476 or write Brian at Firstmark Corp.,
222 Kennedy Memorial Drive Waterville, Maine 04901.
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Arts &Entertainment
• Performer

• Entertainment

Political singer
comes to UMaine

King-based
movie out Friday

Charlie King, topical folk singer, will
bring his unique combination of humor,
political satire and song to the University
of Maine this Thursday.
"Songs can record,reflect and make all
the difference in the world," King says."I
rely on narrative to inform, persuade and
motivate with story-songs— songs of humor, hope and warning."
King will perform at 8 p.m. in the Damn
Yankee. Sponsored by the Maine Peace
Action Coalition and the Off-Campus Board,
the concert is titled"A History of American
Political Movements Through Song."
"I sing a lot of rebel songs,songs about
feisty, unruly people,lovers and fools,the
people who make things happen," King
says of his work. A rebel himself, King
has spent time in jail for civil disobedience. However, King doesn't use his performing to preach a social gospel; entertaining is his primary goal.
Cited by "Billboard" magazine as having "unvarying taste, musical skill and
charm," the Massachusetts native is highly regarded in his field. King disproves
popular belief that political songwriters
are dour and serious. In fact, his humor
has been quoted by comedians such as
George Carlin.
King,a strong Irish tenor, says that his
greatest musical influences are Woody
Guthrie and Del Shannon. Bob Dylan is
also among his favorites.
"I'm a hope monger," says King. "I
look at the wide world as it is. I look for the
humor, the sadness, the inspiration and I
write and sing about it." He uses his lyrics
to celebrate the unsung heroes of the
world— ordinary people who do extraordinary things.
"If you've seen him, you know," says
the Arizona Daily Star. "If you haven't,
don't miss him."

(AP) Stephen King's stories typically
have little to do with reality. So it's no
surprise that the latest Tim Robbins movie,
"The Shawshank Redemption," based on
a King novella, sometimes strains credulity.
Soft-spoken New England banker Andy
Dufresne(played by Robbins)is convicted
of a crime he didn't commit — the murder
of his wife and her lover.
Not that he didn't want to kill them.
Parked outside the couple's tryst, he fuels
himself with a flask,loads his revolver and
gets out of the car to wreak a cuckold's
revenge ... but he just doesn't have it in
him.
It looks more like a lack of gumption
than a triumph of conscience — especially
when he offers a mealymouthed defense at
the trial.
So once he's imprisoned for the double
murder, the resilience, resoluteness and
resourcefulness he shows behind the walls
of Shawshank State Prison arise from a
well of strength that he seemingly didn't
have.
The movie, directed by Frank Dara- •
bont,offers the notion that many inmates at
a maximum-security penitentiary are just
misunderstood ex-Rotarians.
However, if you can get past patchy
character development and lefty underpinnings about criminal justice,"The Shawshank Redemption" stands as an uplifting
story ofenduring hope forged by an indomitable spirit and the bonds of a rock-solid
friendship.
When Andy and several newcomersfirst
arrive in 1947, the veteran inmates take
bets on which one will crack first. Red,the
prison's fixer(Morgan Freeman) who can
get just about any contraband inside, wagers on the milquetoast moneyman. Andy
copes; Red loses.
Initially aloof, Andy eventually asks
Red to sneak in a rock hammer,explaining
that he simply wants to indulge his interest
in geology and carve a chess set.
As theirfriendship develops,Red teaches Andy about survival on the inside while
Andy teaches Red about never giving up
the idea of a good life on the outside.
So when Andy asks for Rita Hayworth
to be snuck in,Red comes through — albeit
with just a sexy poster. As 19 years pass,
Rita is supplanted by Marilyn Monroe in
the '50s and Raquel Welch (in her skimpiest "One Million Years B.C." best)in the
'60s. And as the film unfolds, a rock hammer in tandem with a good two-dimensional woman proves to be quite the combo.
Andy, meanwhile, thrives in a-financial-planning cottage industry that provides
one of the movie's surprises.
Darabont, who previously directed a
USA Network cable movie and a PBS short
film, adapted King's story for the screen.
He allows the story to drag occasionally,
but he captures the oppressive atmosphere
of a hard-timejail and makes a sure-handed
debut as a director for the big screen.
Robbins, whose stardom again is reinforced with this performance,gives a neatly understated rendering of Andy. (One
quibble: His make-up man hardly ages him
the two decades that he should.)
see KING page 12

Charlie King, renowned political songwriter/satirist, will perform at the Damn
Yankee this Thursday.(Wilson photo)

On Video
Four Weddings and a Funeral
Polygram Family Entertainment

By Kathleen Brennan and
Amy Farrell
Staff Writers
The party was over. The beer was
gone. The two strangers who had admired each other from afar knew that it
was now or never. Whether by a twist of
fate or a drunken impulse, they ended up
together. In the morning, one was left
with blankets pulled up around the neck
and questions of commitment whirling
around the brain. Carrie had left. John
was alone.
The beginning of"Four Weddings and
a Funeral" sets the scene for a quirky
romantic comedy, and a woman is in
control. Throughout this recently released
home video,an American woman,played
by Andie MacDowell,controls the strings
of an English love-puppet, played by
Hugh Grant.
Since the movie revolves around four
weddings and only one funeral,the viewer would think it would be a fast-paced

flick, filled with passion and excitement.
In reality, the video takes patience to sit
through while Carrie and Charles struggle to find the true love that lies deep
within their relationship.
Unfortunately, this is a rather cheesy
movie. Quickies in hotel rooms,embraces in the pouring rain and even a thunderbolt crashing in the midst of a kiss are
some ofthe scenes that can make viewers
gag.
The best moments in this movie did
not even come from the main characters,
whose form of love was difficult to understand. Rather,the standout acting came
from an underdeveloped supporting cast.
A hyper redhead with a nose ring
wonders, as she's dancing underneath
the wedding table with a little girl, why
men just"bonk" her and then leave her. A
robust English gentleman gets his kicks
by telling Americans that he can get the
fax number of Oscar Wilde. A bumbling
best man tells the wedding party that the
groom picked the best of his dog litter to
make his bride. These are just some of the
highlights.
see WEDDING page 12

• Best in B-movies

Kollege Kult
Klassix
Korner
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
The writers must have been on strike.
The editors must have been on strike. The
picket lines must have been full of dejected actors. At least, that is my hypothesis
regarding the worst movie I have ever
seen,"The Corpse Grinders."
This is not to say that I did not enjoy
the movie. Au contraire! I thought the
movie was great. It was by far the best
unintentional comedy I have ever seen.
And I have seen quite a few unintentional
comedies.
The basic storyline of the film starts
with these guys who run a cat food company. They are, naturally, bad guys. They
hire another guy to dig up corpses.(Corpses?!?)
As you may have guessed, the corpses
are being made into cat food. Unrelated,
but somewhat interesting, is the fact that
these men are buying corpses from a desee CORPSE page 13
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Wedding

from page 11

This movie could have been the greatest love story if only it had given the
viewer more time to get to know the
characters. There's a lot of bouncing back
and forth in the typical boy-meets-girl,
boy-loses girl fashion. Unfortunately, in
the end,one is so sick of the plot that one
doesn't care who ends up with whom.
The time spent developing Charles'
lust for Carrie could have been spent
developing some kind of relationship between the two. Not once did the couple
connect in any way that would actually
make the viewer believe that they were
meant to be together.
Funny though it may be,"Four Weddings and a Funeral" is not the kind of

movie that will move you to tears and
suddenly make you want to be in the arms
of your significant other.
The video does, however, provide the
viewer with some clever one-liners, and
the supporting cast(though not given the
credit it deserved) definitely dishes out
its share of laughter and entertainment.

New Pofect
American Radio
Wednesdays 6pm
91.9FM

KING

from page 11

Bob Gunton, primarily a Broadway
actor until 1990, submits a solid turn as
the Bible-spouting but sleazy Warden
Norton, for whom Judgment Day eventually comes.
Two-time Academy Award nominee
James Whitmore makes a welcome return
to movies after seven years, playing the
prison's librarian, Brooks. Paroled at 75
after nearly a half-century in the slammer,
he tries to make a go of things while living
at a halfway house. But he's too daunted by
life and shows what happens when hope
dies.
Freeman,whose Red learns how to avoid

Brooks' fate, stands tallest among this
strong ensemble. Freeman, another twotime Oscar nominee, has a textured topography to his face that subtly conveys the
inner journey of a con who learns lifeaffirming lessons.
This film adds another extraordinary
performance to his rap sheet, which includes "Driving Miss Daisy," "Glory,"
"Street Smart" and "Unforgiven."
Executive producers of the film, produced by Niki Marvin, were Liz Glotzer
and David Lester.
The Castle Rock Entertainment feature
is rated R.

Corrections
Correction: In "Phish Returns," (Sept.
14)it was stated that Bela Fleck,The Tower
of Power Horn Section, and Alison Kraus

will be making guest appearances at the
Phish show. They will not. We are sorry for
any inconvenience this has caused.
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Parenting Support Group

If you would like to join a parenting support

group, please stop by the Commuter Office,
Memorial Union, to express your interest.
Dr. Records zo main St. Orono
New & used CD's/cassettes/LP's
"Ear Honey for the discriminating bear.."

UNIVERSITY

OF

MAINE

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
1994/95

PERFORMANCE

SEASON

WlYA
University of Maine Amateur Radio Club
• FREE

Get your Ham Radio License
(without learning Morse Code)
Free class Monday nights 7-8 pm in 152 Barrows.
Any one welcome.

• Find out about:
• Packet Radio
• Repeaters
• Shortwave, VHF Communication

Any Questions Call Aaron at 866-5759 or Mark at 581-6724

N

Chinese
Youth
Goodwill Mission
Thursday, September 22 at 7 p.m.
An adventure in Chinese dances, music,
inartial,arts and acrobatics.
$5 UMaine Student Rush Tickets!

OP.

Bring your Student ID (MaineCard) and get
your tickets at the Box Office tomorrow!
Box Office hours are Monday through Friday
9 a.m. — 4 p.m. Rush tickets can
also be purchased 1 1/2 before
MAINE
the performance, as long as
CENTER
tickets are still available!
FOR THE

ARTS

MULTICULTURAL
FILMS
A t

THE
MALL
•
Flu.
FALL 1994
Sponsored by the University
of Maine Center for Student
Services, the Memorial Union
and the Health Impact Group.

FROM THE CREATOR OF THE LAST EMPEROR"
COMES A MAGICAL JOURNEY TO A PLACE
WHERE THE PAST AND THE PRESENT MEET

4
r
r
.
'1
1

"A RICHLY
ENTERTAINING,
VISUALLY STUNNING
MASTERPIECE!"
A BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI FILM
KIA,U1OVIS YKINOCHNG

DA kt 10.1XMOVIDA

JITTLE BUDDHA
.
13•

- minamalc

Thursday,September 22
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 P.M. and 9:15 P.M.
Admission $1.00
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Corpse

WMEB TOP 35
1. Luscious Jackson
2. Sugar
3. Killing Joke
4. Ellis Paul
5. Shawn Colvin
6. Tab Benoit
7. Victoria Williams
Jenny
8.
9. God and Texas
10. The Samples
11. Rustic Overtones
12.NeilYoung &Crazy Horse
13. Jesus & Mary Chain
14. Moist
15. Samiam
16. Toadies
17. V.A.
18. The Pondering
19. V.A.
20. Front Line Assembly
21. Judybats
22. V.A.
23. Barenaked Ladies
24. Blonde Redhead
25. Christian Death
26. Youth Gone Mad
27. The Fatima Mansions
28. V.A.
29. The Grip Weeds
30. Small 23
31. Zuzu's Petals
32. 360's
33. Band de Soleil
34. Duke Robillard
35. Widespread Panic

Natural Ingredients
File Under: Easy Listening
Pandemonium
Stories
Cover Girl
What I Live For
Selections From Loose
Spinning Jenny
Double Shot
Autopilot
Shishboombam
Sleeps With Angels
Stoned & Dethroned
Silver
Clumsy
Rubberneck
Propaganda
The Pondering
Natural Born Killers
Millenium
Full-Empty
Fast Track to Nowhere
Maybe You Should Drive
Blonde Redhead
Sexy Death God
Day Job
Popemobile
You Got Lucky: Tribute to
Tom Petty
House of Vibes
Toastmaster
The Music of Your Life
Strawberry Stone
Redemption Dream
Temptation

from page 11

ranged old guy whose wife thinks that she
has a child, although the child is actually
plastic. The corpses are then processed by
the company's assortment of elderly and
crippled/mute/deaf staff (who naturally
have no idea that they are packing people
into those cans) and the cat food is selling
like hotcakes.
At any rate, the cats get rather attached
to the taste of human flesh. (As Ace
Ventura would say, yummy!)
Suddenly, there are weird accounts of
people being attacked by their loving
housepets. You get to see the cats in
action. You get to see things that make
you think,"I wonder if the ASPCA knows
that they were throwing cats at the actors
on the sound stage." You get to look at
this incredibly thin blood and at a whole
lot of bad acting to boot! With a combo
like that, where are the Ginsu knives?
As in any film of the horror genre,there
must be good guys.In this case,a good guy,
and a good girl. She is, of course, a blonde
nurse with a size "D" chest who is always
wearing a tight uniform. He is a decent
looking doctor, all things considered. He
has a little moustache,like a cross between
Valentino and Hitler,only taller than Hitler

and shorter than Valentino. Probably less
hairy that Hitler too.
After their cat tries to eat them alive,
they decide that there may be something
going on. Then they decide to get to the
bottom ofthe cat situation. The nurse ends
up solving the cat food caper, but then the
doctor, being the classic protective male
hero, wants her to say out of it to be safe.
Being the feminist that she is, she refuses
and goes with him anyway. In a thrilling
climax with the longest and probably worst
death scene in history,somebody wins the
battle of good and evil, but it's 'a secret.
(C'mon, if you knew, you'd never watch
the movie.)
Oh yeah, I forgot about the sub-plot in
which the guy digging the corpses doesn't
get paid and ends up in this massive battle
(sort of) with the two evil guys. And his
wife gets killed. (Well, lots of other people do too.)
Call around and find a video place that
actually has this movie and go watch it
with a few friends. Be ready to laugh (or
vomit.) Despite the grossly inadequate
acting, the bad music,fake blood, horrendous cinematography and stale, meaningless dialogue, this was a helluva flick.
827-6144

Old Town House of Pizza
Restaurante

FAX YOUR ORDER

827-8548

Old Town Plaza - Next to YMCA
Hours: Mon. - Sun. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

2 Small Cheese Pizza's
2 Large Cheese Pizza's Plus One Topping
Any order over $10 will receive FREE Liter of Soda
One Coupon per Customer
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

With This Coupon

EXPIRES December 31, 1994

This paid position

Parliamentarian
is available with the
General Student Senate:
Requirements:
•Must be an activity fee paying student.
•Must be available from 6:00pm until
the close of the G.S.S. meetings
every Tuesday night
(excluding breaks).
Please come to the
Student Government Office
3rd floor of Memorial Union
to complete an application.
Applications must be turned in to the
Student Government Office by noon
on Tuesday,September 27,1994.

ml! Friday Night Movie
September 23
6:30 & 9:15
Hauck Auditorium
50 w/Student ID - $3 all others
WINONA

ETHAN

BEN

RYDER

HAWKE

STILLER

REALITY BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT LOVE IN THE 90s.
flEkil)H

Sponsored by:
Residents On Campus
The Union Board: Diversions
581-1735
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Getting along
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By Malcolm Smith
"In this world, if you read the papers, darlin', it seems everybody's fighting with each other,
You got no one you can count on, baby, not even your
brother."
- Janis Joplin
Alcrfes4
The words to this 1960's song, "Get it While You Can," seem as pertinent
today as they must have been during the days of civil unrest and theVietnam
police action that marked a generation.
But how things have changed. College student and '60's war protester Bill
Clinton has become the commander-in-chief. The same man who helped organize
war protests almost 30 years ago was prepared a few days ago to order a military
invasion of Haiti. He wanted to reinstate a man who advocates the use of the
flaming tire "necklaces,"just in time for the our November elections.
The early 1960's gave us the likes of Robert Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King
and his dream, and Malcolm X. There was a civil rights movement, and people
actually thought things could get better.
The age of peace, love and brotherhood are now deader than many of the
Woodstock musicians that sang of those ideals.
Race relations have not changed. Thirty years after police turned dogs and
hoses on blacks fighting for their rights, African-Americans are still struggling.
After the trial of the Los Angeles police officers that were filmed beating him,
Rodney King asked the country if we couldn't all just get along. Apparently not. We
cannot get along with other countrys, and we can not get along with each other.
These attitudes are reflected in the polls regarding the O.J. Simpson case. The
gap between opinions is wide. The majority of white people think he is guilty,
pointing to the evidence.
Much of the African-American community says O.J. is innocent, saying the
California police have a bad track record when it comes to dealing with blacks,
and that this is just another example.
Why don't people get along? There are too many reasons to list here. But for
one, groups come at each other with different points of reference. How can a
person growing up in the woods of Maine know about the upbringing of someone
raised in the inner city?
Perhaps we can blame the media, or the go-go '80's, when being number one
was the number one goal. It seemed almost like looking at the '60's through the
looking glass.
The answer cannot be that easy. Perhaps it is just human nature. We all seem to
need a scapegoat.
You really don't hear people make fun of African-Americans in polite company. But somehow it is O.K. to make fun of lawyers, dumb blondes, overweight
people, or men. What is the difference? Are not all those groups comprised of
individual people? These jokes rely on stereotypes, relieving us from getting to
know people as people, not labels or categories.
The headline in the '60's was that "God is dead." Perhaps today's headline
could be "Brotherhood is dead."
Can we all just get along? Perhaps the more pertinent questions is "Why
bother?"
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• Commentary

Endorse this
They're at it again. The annual tide of pointless, pompous and/or vindictive resolutions is
pouring out of the Student Senate and settling
over the campus like an obnoxious odor. It's
almost like someone left the outhouse door open.
An example: Student Senate resolution S-19-13-94 states "Any organization, with the exception of the clubs categorized as political, receiving either Activity Fee money or Communication Fee money, shall not be allowed to endorse any political candidate."
Coincidentally, the Campus is planning to
endorse candidates this year, and we have made
no secret about it. In light of the anonymous
telephone call we received inquiring about our
plans for endorsements, this resolution could be
viewed as being of questionable motivation.

This overbearing self-indulgence that the
Student Senate continues to propagate smacks
of intellectual masturbation.
One can only wonder what the quality of
life at the University of Maine would be like if
we had a student government that chose to
apply its efforts to matters of merit. Instead, we
are saddled with a senate that chooses to pursue an agenda of personal motivations and petty gripes.
However, hope springs eternal! Soon it will
be Student Senate election time again, and perhaps this electoral season will see some candidates of worth, instead of the usual collection
of those with too much time on their hands.
Of courseThe Maine Campus will be endorsing those who merit it.(FJG)

On The Record...
"It rattled a few of the pictures on the wall but not
enough to knock anything down."
-Springfield Town Secretary Bob Richford, on the series of
earthquakes felt in northern Maine last Friday morning.

"Both parties recognize that censorship is a central
issue but agree that there are larger issues involved. In
light of threats to the gallery, the move is being made to
ensure the safety of the sisters who live on the
premises."
-Artist Donell Hill, on the move of an art gallery run by
Roman Catholic nuns. Their exhibit includes sculptures of genitalia
and a painting of an angel at an alter having intercourse.

"That was probably the scariest of the whole part:
When you're rotated, you're tumbled and all of a sudden
you see black...you hope that the shuttle shows up again
when you come around."
-Astronaut Mark Lee, describing his first space walk
unattached to the space craft.
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"One of the finest singers and songwriters of our time." -Pete Seeger
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"...unvarying taste, musical skill, and charm." -Billboard magazine
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Charlie King
a political satirist, musician, and humorist who is slightly aware that our
enviroment isn't perfect, will be playing at UMaine on

Thursday, September 22 at 8:00 p.m.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission is $3.00
Sponsored by the Off-Campus Board and the Maine Peace Action Committee.

Wednesday, September 21

Friday. September 23

Healthspeak'94•"Health Care Reform vs. Health Care Finance
Reform"• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union •12:20-1:30 p.m.

Anthropology Lecture •"Biological Evidence for the Peopling of
the Americas"• Bodwell Dining Area, MCA •3:30 p.m.

Women's Resource Center Open House • Door prizes,
refreshments and more • All are welcome • For more info,
call 1-1508• 101 Fernald Hall •4:00-7:00 p.m.
Senior Job Placement Nights• College of Arts and Humanities
and College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
• 107 Corbett Hall •6:00 p.m.
Movie •"School Daze"•101 Neville Hall •7:30 p.m.
College Republicans• Campaign sign-up and informative meeting
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union •8:00 p.m.

"Reality sites"
Friday, September 23
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:15 p.m.

Thursday. September 22
NT5 Chili Day• Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union
• 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series •"A History of
American F'olitical Movements Through Song"• Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union •12:20-1:30 p.m.
Senior Job Placement Nights • College of Natural Resources,
Forestry and Agriculture •107 Corbett Hall •6:00 p.m.
Not at the Mall Film Series •"Little Budda"• Hauck Auditorium
•630 and 9:15 p.m.
Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission from Taipei • Hutchin's Concert
Hall, MCA •7:00 p.m.
Concert• Charlie King, Musical Storyteller and Political Satirist
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union •8:00 p.m.
Thursday Night at the Ram's Horn • Open Mike Night
• 8:30 p.m.• Free admission.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den • Live Music with The Lime
Rockets •8:30 p.m.

Saturday, September 24
Off-Campus Board Community Picnic • Beverages, desserts, and
barbecue • Grills provided • Webster Park, Orono
•11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Monday, September 26
Peace Studies Lecture Series •"Perceived and Actual Similarity
in Peer Conflict: What Makes You Think You Understand
Your Partner?"• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 12:15 p.m.

Tuesday. September 27
Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series •"Common Sense,
Personal Safety"• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
O 12:15 p.m.
NT5 Topics •"Bridge of Troubled Waters: Making the Transition
to Life as a Student"• Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union
• 3:15 p.m.

Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission from Taipei
This performance includes Chinese dances, music,
martial arts, and acrobatics.
Hutchins Concert Hall, MCA
Thursday, September 22
7:00 p.m.

The UMaine Amateur Radio Club
will 12e teaching a "Ham" radio course for "no morse
code" technician license. The class is free and will 17e on
Monday from 7:00-8:00 p.m. in 152 Barrows Hall. Call
Aaron at 866-5759 or Mark at 1-6724.

Athletics
Women's Soccer
• V5. New Hampshire • 3:00 p.m.
Men's Soccer
• V5. Delaware • 3:00 p.m.
• Vs. Drexel •1:00 p.m.

Maine sound
September 21 • Canoe Kayak Group

Food
Soup Kitchen • Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad,
fruit, yogurt coffee, tea and juice • All you can eat
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • 5:00-6:30 p.m.• $4.25.
Wednesday: Broccoli & Mushroom Strudel
Thursday: Slack Bean Soup and Corn bread
Monday: Calzones
Tuesday: Vegetable Stew

Fernald Snack I3ar • Both breakfast and lunch express
specials are offered • For take out orders, call 1-1404
• Located in Fernald Hall for breakfast and lunch
•7:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

September 24• Family Day on the Rocks• Spend a great day
with the family reaching new heights safely with the
guidance of a certified rock guide
September 25• Alpine Ascent of Katandin

Exhibits
The Children of Fulton Street• Through October 10• Graphics
Gallery, Memorial Union.

Maine Outing Club
General Meeting • Skill Seminar — Equipment: What do you really
need?• We will I2e discussing what equipment you really
need for day hikes and weekend trips during all seasons
• Wednesday at 7:30 in the Damn Yankee

Our Roads Converged • Through October 23• Hauck Auditorium
Gallery, Memorial Union.
David Wilson: Small Offerings • Through November 5• Hole in the
Wall Gallery, Memorial Union.
Robert Shetterly Paintings: Proverbs of Hell • Through November
4• Carnegie Hall Gallery.

Friday Afternoon Adventure • Hiking—Dedham Said Mountain
Day Trip • Hiking Mt. Katandin/Mt. Coe—South Brother—North
Brother Mountain • Saturday, September 24

."Riders of the Asian Steppes: Saddlery from the Nicholas M.
5algo Collection • Through October 1• Hudson MUSeaUrn,
MCA

UMaine Ultimate Frisbee Club
Anyone interested in a non-competetive way to stay in
shape, come to the mall every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 3:00-5:00 p.m. Call Chris at 827-0544 for more info.

Rape
Awareness Week

Religion

begins Monday, September 26
The Wilson Center
• Worship and Celebration followed by a light supper of
homemade soup with bread • Sundays at the
Wilson Center • 5:00 p.m.
• Ecumenical Bible study • Wednesdays in the Davis Room,
Memorial Union •12:15-1:00 p.m.
•"A Taste of Home • Thursdays at the Wilson Center
• 5:30-6:30 p.m.•$2 donation.

Monday, September 26
Dedications on the Mall • Library steps 012:00 noon
Dreamwords• Film and discussion •100 Corbett•7:00 p.m.

Tueeday. September 27
Personal Safety with Deb Mitchell • Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union • 12:15 p.m.

15C4Iibck•
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Weekly Meetings
If your student-oriented organization, club or group meets weekly, and you want more people to show up, list it here. Send the name of
the group, where and when the meeting takes place, and a brief description of what your group does, and what it offers to
students. Send it now to Ryan Leclerc, Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall.

Wednesday

Friday

Landscape Horticulture Club •118 Deering Hall •12:00 noon.

International Coffee Hour• End your week with relaxed
conversation, intercultural programs, international hoilday
celebrations, or discussions of international topics • For
more info call 1-2905• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•4:00 p.m.

Nutrition Club •28 Merril Hall • 5:00 p.m.
Maine Outing Club • See middle section for details • Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union •7:50 p.m.
The Union Board: Diversions• Anyone interested with campus
entertainment is invited to attend • Totman Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:50 p.m.
College Republicans • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union •8:00 p.m.

Thursday
Non-Traditional Student's Coffee Hour• Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union • 5:15 p.m.
Wilde-Stein Club • Wilde-Stein is a group dedicated to the
concerns and planning of activities for gay, lesbian, and
bi-sexual students • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
•6:50 p.m.
College Democrats• Everyone is welcome • 1912 Room, Memorial
Union •7:00 p.m.
Nordic Ski Club • Call 1-6507 for more info • 1921 Room, Memorial
Union • 7:00 p.m.

Sunday
UMaine Radio Club • Everyone is welcome • Basement of
Merril Hall • 1:00 p.m.

Monday
Maine Vocals • A non-profit organization dedicated to ending
Cannabis Hemp prohibition in the state of Maine • All are
welcome • For more info call 827-1656• Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:00 p.m.
UMaine Green Party • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
info call 1-6556 • 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Maine Peace Action Committee • IvIrAC works on many peace and
justice issues ranging from university to global concerns
• New members are welcome • Virtue Room, Maples
Building •4:00 p.m.

The Maine Event• The Campus Crusade for Christ is looking for
people interested in a variety of activities for spiritual
growth • For more info, call 866-2850• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union •7:50 p.m.

Intensive English Institute
• Conversation Group Leaders Needed
The Intensive English Institute is the department that provides English language instruction to a diverse population of students. Our
students hail from Japan, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Bulgaria, Brazil and many other countries. A number of English-speaking students are
needed for one to two hours a week to lead conversion groups. This is an excellent opportunity to meet interesting international
students and aid in the practical use of their English skills while making friends and building up your re'sume'as well. An orientation will
be held September 28 for interested students. For more info, come to the lEl office located in the basement of Fernald Hall or call
Annyce Turco or Kevin Grant at 581-5821.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by A5AF' Media Services for students at the University of
Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It
offers free listings for all student-related events and activities. Don't miss Out on our service.
It just might push you over the edge. Send U5 your stuff today! Send all submissions or questions in the
direction of Ryan Leclerc, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. You
may also EMail ryanjeclerc@yvoyager.umeres.maine.edu The deadline is the Monday before the listings
appear.

A
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EditorialPaes
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor

• Guest Column

Work-study blues

Yes, it's me again.
First, a compliment: I really liked the story about the Colvin Hall tree cutting, on
page 1 of Monday's issue. When I saw the stumps last week, I though, "That's
something The Maine Campus should do a story on."(Now, while you're dealing
with the local environment, when are you going to mention the dead skunk that's
been rotting in front of Penobscot for two weeks?
However, aside from minor spelling/grammar errors, there are two blatant
mistakes that really bothered me.(In the same issue:)
Page 20- "Tourist takes ill in Clinton home." Only the article was about a study
on the abuse of elderly Americans. This annoyed me.I was much more interested in
the ill tourist.
Page 22- "Both sides miles apart." A story of the end of baseball for this season.
It sounded familiar- mainly because the same story ran last Friday.
As for Monique Gibouleau's editorial (Page 10), I see her point. If I'm not
willing to pitch in, I have no right to criticize. Which is why I promise this is the last
critical letter- at least for this week.
Daphne Brinkerhoff
Penobscot Hall

By Yolanda Sly
To the Editor
Without work-study, finding a job on campus at the University of Maine is nearly
impossible.
A majority of the non work-study jobs are in dining services, with only a few jobs
working in any of the other areas on campus. If you can work a food service job that falls
between your classes you're in luck, but good luck finding anything else. Don't get me
wrong,I'm not knocking anyone working in food service, especially since I've worked in
a restaurant for the past six years. Sure, for those students who have work-study it's a
wonderful thing, but for those like myself and others who do not qualify for work- study
it's a nightmare.
Students with work-study can work almost anywhere on campus, and at times have
nothing to do but homework, and they still get paid. It must be the life. I have nothing
against those with work- study, I have a problem with the system itself.
In my past experiences in looking for a job on campus, I've been told that work-study
students are hired for the job first, then if they can't find anyone to fill the position they'll
go through the list of non work-study students. I've also experienced looking for a job
towards the end of the semester after seeing a wanted sign, and discovering they will hire
only those with work-study. I feel that if you haven't found someone with work-study
towards the end of the semester,chances are it's not going to happen, and they should hire
someone without work-study.
Sure, my parents might make a little more than others, but by no means are we rich.
The university laughs when we apply for financial aid. They give me a loan, we go to the
bank and they laugh even harder. They have enough just for tuition, and I have to supply
my own spending money. Out-of-state tuition is expensive, and I'm grateful that my
parents are paying it. My question is: Why are almost all the jobs on campus work-study
only? I'm willing to work,I worked all summer long, yet lack of money hinders what I'm
able to do.
While hunting for an on-campus job, I have come to the conclusion that not having
work-study wouldn't be so bad, except for the fact that if work-study positions aren't
filled by work-study students, they usually won't hire anyone else. Wouldn't it be easier
for them to hire outside of work-study if they couldn't find anyone else for the job? The
position would be filled by those looking for employment, work-study or not.
This past summer, I learned that money makes the world go round. Tuition, books,
housing, food, travel, beer, movies- the list goes on. I realize that money dosen't grow on
trees, but if there is money to pay for work-study jobs that are unfilled, wouldn't it be
more beneficial to award work-study to more students, or decrease the amount of workstudy jobs? Just because one may make a large amount of money on paper dosen't mean
that they necessarily have that money in their pocket.
Yolanda Sly is a staffwriterfor The Maine Campus.

I would be interested to know the credentials of the author of the editorial
"Choice and Responsibility," in the 9-16-94 Maine Campus. This person must
possess expertise in both ethical and medical aspects of reproduction and contraception that have eluded recognized experts thus far.
The method of action of the morning after pill is not clearly understood, except
apparently by the editor. Professional literature states there are probably numerous
mechanisms of action involved including altered migration of sperm, altered tubal
transport that would interfere with fertilization, inhibition of ovulation and YES,
inadequate maturation of the uterine lining for implantation of the fertilized egg.
I will not attempt to define when life begins; I am committed to every woman's
right to define that for herself and interpret it as she chooses. I will caution women
to to allow the editor or others to dictate reproductive ethics for you and I dispute
the author's conclusion that morning after contraception is ultimately the same as a
second trimester abortion.
The Women's Health Services at Cutler Health Center is committed to educating and assisting women in becoming active participants in their own medical care,
and assuming responsibility for their sexual health is a large component of our
focus. The large majority of women seeking the morning after pill from our clinic
were practicing regular contraception but were victims of method failures. I believe
they would meet even the editor's definition of "responsible." My definition of
responsible also encompasses those women who may have not used their best
judgement regarding protected intercourse at the time or who were not able to
exercise any choice in that decision, but who do seek birth control following
unprotected sex.
Morning after pills have the potential to reduce the number of unintended
pregnancies by 1.7 million and the number of abortions by as much as 800,000 or
more each year. NOW THAT'S RESPONSIBLE!
Shellie Morcom
Nurse Practitioner
Women's Health Services
Cutler Health Center

Ed note- the editorial of9/16stated that the results of"an abortion within 72 hours of
conception and an abortion performed in the second trimester ofpregnancy ultimately come
to the same end," without mention ofthe contraceptive use ofthe morning after pill. Also,
the column related only to women with the choice ofconception, not those without "any
choice in that decision," i.e. rape and incest.

The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among members of the university community. To ensure equal access, letters to
the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Letters may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, taste and libel.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
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THINK THAT WHEN A COUPLE IS
HAVING A PROBLEM, THEY NEED TO
pur THEIR HEADS
TOGETHER.

DONT FORGET
WE HAVE A BE
ON WI-lo GE\

by J.C. Duffy

YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY,
AXEL..."FRIENDS KNOW WHEN
To SAY WHEN."

For Wednesday, September 21
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
There is a price to be paid for everything in life.
Also, what takes place over the coming year
should make you aware that where affairs of
the heart are concerned, you've been making
mountains out of molehills.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Planetary
activity relates to your home life, while Uranus
in Capricorn is sure to have a beneficial effect
on the work front. Room can be found for
both,once you stop trying to do everything and
concentrate only on the essentials.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Keep
travel plans simple. You are certainly coming
up with some wonderfully creative ideas, but
minor delays indicate that you're still having a
hard time putting them into practice.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Expect
better news regarding your financial situation,
although planetary activity suggests that colleagues still need some convincing. Whichever
way you look at it, it's up to you to set the pace.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Planetary
influences in your birth sign are about to give
others a glimpse of how enterprising and intuitive you can be. It's about time, because you
would no doubt be the first to admit that you
haven't exactly been living up to your full
potential recently.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): You appear to be
out oftouch with partners and employers. In fact,
current aspects signify that some kind of comprise has to be made. You can no longer pretend
that everything is going according to plan.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): With both
Mars and Mercury aspecting Uranus,the planet of sudden and unexpected change, the time
has come to start painting on the broadest
possible canvas. Fate has handed you a brand
new broom. It is up to you to sweep away all
traces of the past.
LIBRA (Sept 23- Oct. 22): No matter
how hurt you feel about a loved one's behavior,
there is no point in bearing grudges or trying to
get even. A kind word from you may be all
that's needed to heal a rift and put what once a
special relationship back on the tracks again.
SCORPIO(Oct 23 - Nov.21): Far more
will be achieved by listening to whatcolleagues
have to say rather than by constantly blowing
your own trumpet. Your best strategy is to
cultivate the power of silence instead of relying on the power of the spoken word.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Perhaps you have taken on extra responsibilities
recently. You must now look to your own
welfare, guard against pushing yourself too
hard and get colleagues and loved ones to
share some of the work load.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Dive
right in and leave your fears and insecurities
behind when dealing with affairs of the heart.
New opportunities will more than make up for
recent emotional upsets,as well as compensate
you for unexpected financial losses.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): There is
still far too much at stake for you to back down
over a point of principle on the work front. In
fact, with Mars remaining in Cancer until early
next month, you really should be going on the
attack and putting others' beliefs to the test.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): If you feel
you're being ignored or frozen out of discussions which have a bearing on your future,
don't panic. Planetary influences indicate that
partners and close companions can't afford to
keep your talents on the sideline for long.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Thursday, September 22
IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
don't usually act on the spur of the moment
and tend to be rather set in your ways. If you
are to take full advantage of what the next 12
months has to offer, then you must learn to
make quick, dynamic decisions.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): If you gave
been badly let down over a domestic matter,
don't mince words or worry too much about the
impression you create. You have every right to
blow your top,Provided you then do something
positive to help rectify the situation.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Although
you would like to be fair with everyone, there
are occasions when tough and unpopular decisions have to be made - and this is clearly one
of them. Accept the hand which fate has dealt
you and play your cards for all they are worth.
GEIVIENI(May 21 - June 20): September
is often a trying month for Geminis because
planetary influences trigger confrontations.
Now,you have the perfect opportunity to make
your peace with partners and loved ones before the Sun moves into the more optimistic
sign of Libra.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You are
ready to accept that certain routines have had
their day. Stick to the essentials and never
forget that if you have only limited expectations, you will experience only limited results.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Your willingness to fight for a cause you believe in is about
to pay dividends, especially if you are willing
to travel slightly further in search of the recognition and rewards you seek.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Although
the Sun is about to leave your birth sign, this
should still be an exciting time for business
matters. Even those who think you are lacking
in ambition will have to admitjust how wrong
they have been.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Planetary
activity will enable you to turn the tables on
those who recently called into question your
motivation. You will take great pleasure doing
all the things which rivals and competitors said
were beyond you.
SCORPIO (Oct.23- Nov.21): Do your
utmost to minimize friction and create harmony, both at home and at work. You may not be
able to put the world to rights immediately, but
at least you will have taken a giant step in the
right direction.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): You
have a great deal more going for you, both
personally and professionally, than you or others realize. Make sure that important changes
are put into effect immediately,otherwise you
are liable to miss the boat completely>
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Differences of opinion with colleagues and employers are bound to reach a crisis point. You
are, also afforded a marvelous opportunity to
sever costly ties and find a new purpose and
direction in life.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): You've
had your share of disappointments recently.
Now, however, a new planetary setup indicates that you're about to receive the recognition you deserve, as well as the opportunity to
shine in a completely different setting.
PISCES(Feb.19 - March 20): It would be
easy now to throw good money away and continue supporting others' unsuccessful projects. Your
best course ofaction, however,is to get out while
you can,even though it may break your heart to
quit while you are still so far behind.

Entertainment
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Artistic skill
6 Card game also
called sevens
12 Holed out in two
under par
14 Warned
16 English

Richard
17 Burglar

essayist

26 Long, long time 48 A Gershwin
49 Drunk
28 Like some
skunk
schools
50 Analyze a
29 Sweetens the
sentence
kitty
51 Actor John of
30 Smart alecks
TV's "Addams
Family"
32 Traffic circle
33 Charlie Brown's 53 Locale
55 Money-back
"Darn!"
deal
34 Ex-Mrs. Burt
57 Boot camp
Reynolds
denizen
35 Charge with gas 58 Noted family in
china
38 Adorned
manufacture
42 Vineyard fruit
59 Arabs
43 Kismet
60 Cancel the
44 Snick's partner
launch

18 Cools, as coffee
19 Pumpkin eater
of rhyme
21 Summer drink
22 Employee
health plan, for
short
23 Horse trainer's
45 Detest
equipment
46 Alternative to
25 Black cuckoos
eggdrop

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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"L'etat --":
Louis XIV
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 2 Army grub
3 Ripening agent
DECQF
REPOSE 4 Butler's "The
MALAD I ES
ELOPES
Way of All--"
EVANESCE
ASLEEP 5 --Aviv
TEL EPHONECALLS
6 Observed Lent
TENANT
7 Change the
CBI] SOTTOVOCE
hemline
QAPAL
MERR I MENT 8 ---do-well
CLOSEBY
ESPARTO 9 "La-la"
BENED I CIA 'E1NEER
preceder
BADSTARTS
I SR . io Home of the '96
TRUMACI1
Olympics
MOV I ESCENAR I OS 11 Poorer
LAMARR
ENDTOEND 13 Arranges
AIR I AL
STRESSES
strategically
WH I NNY
ASSTS
15 Smart

Corrections

1
12

54

57

55

56

58
59

60

Puzzle by William P. Baxley

18 Sullivan's
"really big" one
20 Summers, in
Haiti
24 Sharp
25 Clowning
achievements?
27 Mexican shawl
29 Top-flight
31 Arena receipts
32 Drive in Beverly
Hills
34 Epistles
35 Shocked
as Pencil ends

37 Knocking

47 High-

sound
38 Forbids
39 Bootee maker
40 Most
Halloweenlike
41 Doyen
43 Smithies
46 Dwindled

muck-a-muck
50 Fir
52 Prefix with
masochism
54 Item of office
attire
56 Fuel efficiency
rater: Abbr.

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75c each minute).

PerscnalAstnplccjvCcnsultaticnsty'Thleplime
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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The Greek Voice
The officers of Panhellenic wanted to share some
experiences of our own to encourage future women to rush a
sorority. Greek life is an experience that
you will never forget!
Looking Back...
Becoming a Greek was a great experience, I will
always remember sorority life as the best part of college.
Through sorority I have met and made some of the best
friends I've ever had. Greek life has also provided
opportunities that otherwise I would never be able to
experience. Being part of Panhell and sorority has been
exciting, fulfilling and memorable!

Four years ago I went through rush, I wasn't really sure
what to expect. In fact I was completely clueless! I signed
up at the Union, met some very nice Greek women, so I
decided to give it a try. It ended up being the best choice
of my life, so go for it!
Jen Miles,
ink4-}
-Treasurer

Margaret Healey,

2nd Vice President
I pledged a sorority and gained a whole new family away
from home. Greek life has given me experiences in
scholarship, leadership and philanthropy that I could not
have had otherwise. Becoming a Greek is one of the best
things that has happened to me at UMaine.
Bethany Hunter,

When a woman who I had met at a Fraternity formal
handed me an invitation to attend her chapter's rush I
decided to go, simply to "check it out." It was much more
than I expected. The feeling of sisterhood and family made
me realize that it was something that I wanted to have in
my college life. The bonds of friendship that I have made
through sorority are some that will last my whole life
through. They have enriched both my college experience
and my life.
Leah McBreairty,

La

Y-6A-rute4
Secretary

President

A lot of people think sororities are as they are portrayed in movies and on television. I thought so too before I decided
to rush, then I realized that is not true here at UMaine! Four years ago I never would have thought I would be where
I am today. Being a member of a sorority and the Greek Community has been a very rewarding experience. I could
not imagine college without all my Greek friends! Sororities here offer a unique experience and enable you to live and
learn with a diverse group of individuals. Come check us out on Monday and Tuesday in front of the Union from 9am
- 4pm. Sororities may be for you!
Carrie-Ann White

(

(bulk_ Le /It' cteii
First VP - Rush
On behalf of all sorority women,the Panhellenic
Council would like to welcome the following
chapter consultants to UMaine,
Phi Mu...Stephanie Mire. Stephanie will be on
the UMaine campus from September
19-28
Delta Zeta...Stacy Wheeler. Stacy will be on
the UMaine campus form September
16-26.
Delta Delta Delta...Elizabeth Wright. Elizabeth
will be on the UMaine campus from
September 19-27.
Panhellenic...Marj Converse. National
Panhellenic Council representative. Marj
will be on the UMaine campus from
September 18-22.
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State News

• McKernan defends state's mental health system
• Young leukemia victim remembered
• Navy man visits Kittery shipyard

• Mental health care

• Law enforcement

State objects tojudge's
contempt ruling

Cumberland police chief
reinstated to mixed reaction

CUMBERLAND (AP) — Leon be numbered. The Town Council voted
AUGUSTA (AP) — Responding to a by the Sept. 1, 1995 deadline.
Chandler ordered that the programs re- Planche, who was fired as police chief unanimously Monday night to appeal the
judge's finding that the state had turned its
back on mental patients, a McKernan admin- quired by the decree be fully funded by 1996. for allegedly drinking on the job nearly arbitrator's ruling.
In that case, Planche could work up
istration official today defended Maine's men- Ifthey are not,the ruling directs that money be two years ago, has returned to work folthe appeal is filed. After that, the
until
a
officer
from
order
hearing
an
lowing
programs.
health
mental
transferredfrom other
tal health system as one of the nation's best.
town will recommend that Planche be
Davenport said today that state spend- that he be reinstated.
Commissioner Sue W.Davenport sharply
"It's going real well," said Planche, placed on administrative leave with
rejected Superior Court Justice Bruce Chan- ing for mental health programs has indler's assertion that the state ignored a4-year- creased, "despite very tough economic who showed up for work at 8 a.m. Mon- pay.
Hearing officer Jonathan Reitman
old consent decree requiring an overhaul of times," from $6.5 million in fiscal 1985 to day. "Basically, I've been meeting with
Maine's mental health system, saying it has more than $26 million a decade later, a 300 Acting Chief (Joseph) Charron, who's ruled last week that Planche was innobeen updating me on department activi- cent of allegations that he drank on duty
percent increase.
taken the decree "very, very seriously."
at the 1992 Cumberland Fair and should
Davenport told a State House newsconferDavenport defended as "state of the art" ties."
have his old job back immediately.
could
job
the
on
days
Planche's
But
ence that the state has spent millions ofdollars Maine's community-based care.
A proposed budget whose figures are still
complying and is taking further steps to make
being refined will bring the state into full
sure all requirements are being met.
Chandler on Sept.7 criticized the state for compliance with the consent decree by 1997,
ignoring numerous administrative actions re- she said.
Perhaps most disturbing about Chandler's
quired by the decree, which settled a lawsuit
filed on behalf of about 3,000 present and ruling,said Davenport, is that it orders money
former patients at the Augusta Mental Health redirected from general mental health care and
WELLS,Maine(AP)— About 600 peo- gathering at St. Mary's Catholic Church on
Institute.
would create a two-tiered mental health sysple attended the funeral of Patrick McDon- Monday.
The decree requires community-based tem.
McDonough and his wife said Patrick
"I will resist any attempt to sacrifice what ough,the 2 1/2-year-old Wells boy who died
mental health programs across the state, and
requires the state to reduce the number of I believe to be good and safe patientcare," said last week after a 10-month struggle with taught them to hope and gave them the confidence they needed to cope with his illness.
leukemia.
AMHI patients,excluding criminal defendants Davenport.
The toddler also was remembered for his
Patrick's parents, Edward and Pamela
In a written response Monday to Chanand people acquitted by reason of insanity, to
for cheeseburger parties and for
fondness
remarkson's
their
dler's ruling,the Mental Health Department McDonough,remembered
70 by 1995.
popular purple dinosaur.
the
Barney,
had
Patrick
of
said
and
strength
spirit
able
The judge said the state failed to draft also said the courts cannot take money from
who became ill in November,
Patrick,
life.
them
about
taught
lot
a
beanother
treatment
at
of
program
expense
individualized
the
plans for affected one
as having acute myelofibrodiagnosed
was
'Get
say,
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• Funeral

Young leukemia victim
remembered for strong spirit

ALUMNI ARE IN

But don't wait 'tit you have your
diploma to get involved in the UMGAA.

4i)The University of Maine General Alumni
Association's commitment to YOU begins now!
Our Phonathon Program offers students Work
Study & Non Work Study jobs calling aLumni
on behalf of the Annual Alumni Fund.

_JAIDThe Annual Fund and Membership Program
support scholarships, and help maintain vital
programs & services for students such as the
Career Center and the Maine Mentor Program.
We also help preserve MAINE traditions, and
advise student organizations like: PRISM
Yearbook, Student Alumni Association,
Sophmore Owls & Eagles, All Maine Women
& Senior Skulls.

--41D Come visit us at Crossland Alumni Center soon!
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• Arrest

• Chase

Suspect in New England bank
robberies cau t on 1-95

Road spikes
safely end highspeed pursuit

PAWTUCKET,R.I.(AP)— A Pawtucket
man charged with three armed bank heists in
Maine that netted more than $40,000 is being
held in Rhode Island on drug possession charges.
Thomas Bartelho, 28, was arrested late
Sunday night on Interstate 95.
He'scharged with robbing the Casco Northern Bank in Gray, Maine, and Key Bank in
Windham,Maine,on March 4,and Fleet Bank
in Westbrook, Maine,on Jan. 31.
FBI spokesman William McMullin said
authorities have other suspects,but Bartelho is
the first person charged.
Two masked men with handguns robbed

the Fleet Bank branch of$10,000 and escaped
in a stolen car found abandoned about a quarter-mile away.
Four masked men robbed $30,000 from
Casco Northern and an undisclosed amount
from Key Bank about a half-hour later. The
robbers switched cars after each heist and
eluded an intensive search.
No shots were fired and no one was hurt in
any robbery.
Warrants for Bartelho's arrest were issued
in July in Portland, Maine.last week,the FBI
learned Bartelho was living with a girlfriend in
Pawtucket and told local police he might be
driving a 1966 black-and-white Pontiac GTO.

McMullin said he did not know what
specific information led authorities to
Pawtucket.
At about 10:45 p.m. Sunday, Patrolman
Dennis Lefebvre spotted a car fitting the description. He radioed for backup and followed
the car into Attleboro, Mass. Shortly after
crossing the state line, the car turned southbound on Interstate 95 and re-entered Rhode
Island.
Lefebvre and several other officers pulled
over the car. About 10 officers with guns
drawn then surrounded the car and arrested
Bartelho. Another man and a 14-year-old girl
in the car were questioned and released.

• Missing person

NH woman's skull found in forest
NEW IPSWICH, N.H.(AP)— The son
of a woman whose skull was found a mile
from where she disappeared three years ago
said he is relieved that she died in the woods
rather than was abducted as he feared.
"For me, it's the resolution I would
have hoped for," said William Dickerman. "It's nice to have the finality. But
it's also nice to know she died in the
woods instead of having been abducted or
given a ride and ended up in the homeless
section of Boston."
State Medical Examiner Roger Fossum
used dental records to identify the skull as

that of Stella Dickerman, an 83-year-old
woman who wandered away from the campus of New Hampshire Country School in
Rindge three years ago,said Fish and Game
Lt. Gerard Bernier.
Mrs. Dickerman was in the moderate
stages of Alzheimer's disease when she
disappeared, Dickerman, the admissions
director of the boarding school.
Dickerman said his mother liked the
woods, and had explored that area with him
for years.
Mrs. Dickerman wandered away in the
late afternoon of Sept. 13, 1991 offsetting a

PICNIC
WEBSTER PARK

ORONO
Saturday, Sept. 24th
11:30 am - 2:00 pm
Off-Campus Board will provide barbecue grills,
beverages and desert. Bring your own entree'''''
A time for commuter and non-traditional students, landlords,
and neighbors to meet socially.

massive search that included dogs, helicopters and hundreds of volunteers.
Eventually, ponds were drained and
divers sent in to look for her body.
Over the past three years, family and
friends have searched the woods on occasion, putting up flyers and going to the
media in an attempt to jog the memory of
anyone who might have seen Mrs. Dickerman or given her a ride.
They feared she may have been abducted, and they cringed every time they
heard a news report about an abduction,
Dickerman said.

WELLS (AP) — A mat filled with
spikes placed on the Maine Turnpike
deflated the tires of a car police had
been pursuing from New Hampshire,
quickly ending a 30-mile chase.
Fourjuveniles from Florida and Massachusetts were taken into custody Monday at the end of the chase, which had
reached speeds of up to 100 mph, according to Maine State Police.
"It was the first time we had successfully utilized those spikes and they
brought the chase to a conclusion without injury or damage," said Stephen
McCausland, spokesman for the Maine
Department of Public Safety.
The chase began shortly after midnight when a New Hampshire trooper
tried to stop a car for speeding on Interstate 95 in Hampton Falls. The car took
off, headed north, and Maine troopers
picked up the chase at the York toll
plaza.
In Wells, police established a roadblock and set up a long mat that contains
sharp spikes designed to puncture and
slowly deflate tires.
"It flattened all their tires and stopped
the chase real quick," said dispatcher
Scott Cole.
The "Stinger" model spikes, mounted on a scissors-like base, were among
545 sets of road spikes that the Maine
Bureau of Highway Safety had bought
with federal money.
The car, a 1994 Saturn, was reported
stolen. The two, both 16, were arrested
without incident and were being held on
various charges primarily related to the
chase, McCausland said.
They had picked up the two other
passengers after a party in Massachusetts, the spokesman said. The Massachusetts youngsters were released in the
custody of their parents.

Maine Campus
open house
Friday, Sept.
305pm-7pm
• Obituary
basement of
Former Supreme
Lord Hall
Court librarian
dead at 79

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

with your level of experience. As

find one. But if yotere a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

BRUNSWICK (AP) — Edward G.
Hudon,former librarian of the Supreme
Court of the United States, died Monday
at his home after a long illness. He was
79.
Hudon, a former federal prosecutor,
also was a professor at Georgetown University, his alma mater, and at the University of Maine and Laval University
law schools.
A Brunswick native, Hudon was assistant librarian at the Supreme Court
from 1947 to 1966, when he returned to
Maine to serve as assistant U.S. attorney.
After two years in private law practice, he was appointed Supreme Court
librarian, a post he held from 1972 to
1976.
Survivors include his wife, Blanche
Bernier Hudon; a brother, Louis, of
Durham, N.H., and several nieces and
nephews.
A funeral Mass will be celebrated
Thursday in St. John the Baptist Church.
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• Military cut

Navy undersecretary visits Portsmouth shipyard
to oversee the entire naval base closure process.
Danzig did call the yard "very impressive"
and even said that it had "staying power."
Sen.Bob Smith,R-N.H.,said Danzig's firsthand knowledge of the shipyard will help when
it comes time to formulate the Navy's list of
base closure recommendations for next year.
"We need someone at the table that has
been here," said Smith, who serves on the
Senate Armed Services Committee.

KITTERY (AP) — Navy Undersecretary
Richard Danzig said his visit to the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard won't make any difference in
the Pentagon's recommendations for the next
round of base closings in 1995.
"I wouldn't make too much of my visit,"
Danzig said Monday after a tour of the yard.
"People like me are not in a position to say
what the outcome will be," said Danzig, who
was appointed by Navy Secretary John Dalton

• Shellfish

Danzig said the yard has "suffered substantially" with job eliminations that have left it
with half as many workers as it had five years
ago.
But despite layoffs, the yard has "maintained achievement, so productivity has gone
up. Morale is high," he said, complementing
the yard.
Danzig arrived at the Navy yard about 11
a.m. and later met with Reps. Tom Andrews of

Maine and Bill Zeliff of New Hampshire.
"The entire discussion was very positive,"
said Andrews, who sits on the House Armed
Services Committee. "He asked many questions about the entire process, the refueling of
the submarines and the uniqueness of that process."
Portsmouth remains the primary facility
for overhauling and refueling Los Angelesclass submarines.

• Aroostook weather

Maine discovers rare
Caribou gets trace ofsnow
mussels, but for no reward
BRUNSWICK(AP)— Biologists have
detected two species of rare mussels in
Maine. But unlike a variety found in New
Hampshire, they won't qualify for a North
Carolina city's cash reward.
Using glass-bottomed buckets,two biologists spent the summer searching rivers
and streams throughout Hancock,Washington, Cumberland and York counties for rare
mussels.
The search was not prompted by the
pledge by Wilson,N.C.,to pay up to $50,000
in rewards for discoveries ofthe endangered
dwarf wedge mussel. The town launched
the program in June in hope that identification of new mussel populations would remove a potential roadblock to a reservoir
expansion.
The $35 million expansion was stalled
temporarily when the U.S.Fish and Wildlife
Service said the reservoir project could
threaten the survival of the dwarf wedge
mussel, which rarely exceeds 11/2 inches in
length.
While the two Maine biologists were
spending their summer looking for rare
mussels anyway, the money served as an
additional motivation to go out every morning.
They found no dwarf wedge mussels,

but did identify two other rare species, the
brook floater and the yellowlamp mussel,
according to Mark McCollough ofthe Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Although the discoveries won't bring
financial gain, they are encouraging news
for the water quality of Maine's rivers,
McCollough said.
Hundreds of quarts of water move
through freshwater mussels each day, helping to clean the water in which they live.
When water quality is bad,the mussels take
in too many pollutants and die.
Of roughly 300 species of freshwater
mussels, half are listed as either endangered
or threatened, making mussels "one of the
most imperiled groups of animals anywhere
in North America," said McCollough.
Populations of dwarf wedge mussels
stretch from North Carolina north to the
Canadian province of New Brunswick. But
the range skips over Maine, which is odd
since the state seems to be a stronghold for
other species of rare mussels, said Susanna
L. von Oettingen of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service office in Concord, N.H.
The mussel has either not been found
yet, succumbed to pollution before it could
be found,or simply never existed in Maine.

CARIBOU, Maine (AP) — They
didn't have to grab their shovels or fire
up their snowblowers, but residents of
this northern Maine city were reminded
that winter isn't too far away.
Although the calendar still said summer, Caribou recorded a trace of snow at
about 3 p.m. Monday, according to the

National Weather Service.
A mixture of rain and snow fell at
Caribou Municipal Airport. The trace of
snow recorded at that time was the most
ever to fall on this date.
The snowfall is the city's third earliest on record. The earliest, also a trace,
fell on Sept. 13, 1963.

• Camden

Body of Mass. man found in harbor
CAMDEN, Maine(AP) — The body
of a Massachusetts yachtsman missing
since Saturday night was found in Camden Harbor, police said.
State police divers found the body of
Sumner F. Richards, 60, of Bedford,
Mass.,shortly after 1 p.m. Monday just a
few yards from where his 28-foot boat

was moored.
Richards was last seen late Saturday
night as he left a waterfront tavern. Richards apparently went to the tavern alone
after having dinner with his family.
The cause of death has not been determined,but police say there was no sign of
foul play.

It's been one ofthose days...
WHEN A CATACLYSM IS LOOSED ON
AN UNSUSPECTING EARTH,ONLY A FORCE
OF NATURE CAN STAND IN ITS PATH
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$10 user fee per semester including free
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• US avoids invading Haiti

National News
• Haiti

Deal raises tou
WASHINGTON(AP)— Haiti is likely
to be a trouble spot for months to come,
bedeviling President Clinton with a myriad
of problems raised by the 11th-hour compromise that headed off a U.S. invasion.
A day after the deal was struck to peacefully restore deposed President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to power, critics on Monday
quickly attacked the accord as ambiguous
and potentially dangerous.
Its seven briefly stated provisions leave
open questions ranging from the ultimate
status and living arrangements for Haiti's
coup leaders to the relationship between
the Haitian military and the civilian population to the flow of U.S. reconstruction
aid.
Aristide himself was stubbornly mute

questions for Clinton Administration

Monday. An aide said the exiled Haitian
leader has "severe problems" with the agreement reached this weekend in Haiti and is
outraged at official statements indicating he
approved it.
Burt Wides, counsel to Aristide, said
the populist Roman Catholic priest believes
the Oct. 15 deadline for the Haitian military to leave office leaves pro-democracy
forces in Haiti at their mercy for almost a
month.
Aristide has often been at odds with the
Clinton administration and his future actions or comments could throw a wrench
into U.S. plans.
His supporters and other critics on Monday complained about several points in the
new accord:
— The provision for a "general amnesty" by the Haitian Parliament raises the
prospect that military officers may be held
blameless for a raft of rape, torture and
killings that Clinton has called a "nightmare of bloodshed."
U.S.officials said the parliament would
have to determine the scope of the amnesty
— whether it should just cover involvement in the 1991 coup, as originally envisioned by Aristide, or would extend to
human right abuses.
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"We bake 'em best"

LET'S DO LUNCH!
Mid Mall
41 Bangor Mall Blvd
942-0001

Have a Bagelful Day!
KENNETH J. DUPUIS, D.C.

CHIROPRACTOR
866-2662
Tu 9:00-1:00 & 3:00-7:00
Th 9:00-1:00 & 3:00-7:00
Sat 9:00-1:00

Sandwiches: Corned Beef,
Hot Pastrami, Fresh Turkey
Breast, Baked Ham,
Chicken Salad, Tuna Salad,
Egg Salad
Open 7 Days a week
at 7:00 a.m.

Calling all
Pre-Professional Students
All pre-professional students interested in becoming a
member ofthe Health Professions Club should register with
the Health Professions Office as soon as possible.
The Health Professional Club has some new and exciting ideas
for the upcoming academic year. Also, if you have not yet
signed up for the Mentor Program, it's not too late. For further
information, please stop by the office which is located at 255
Aubert Hall(phone number 581-2587). The first club meeting
is scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 27th, 7:00 pm in Murray Hall.
Officers for the year include:

Becky Eslin, President
Melanie MacLean, Vice President
Christine Babcock, Secretary

"An amnesty that includes human rights
crimes would be disastrous because it would
fail to break the cycle of impunity that has
given us one murderous regime after another," said Ken Roth, head of Human Rights
Watch.
— The independence and legitimacy of
the Haitian Parliament is disputed, with several Senate members elected in what the
United States considered illegal elections
held after Aristide's ouster. With Lt. Gen.
Raoul Cedras still in power while the parliament debates the amnesty,a free discussion
could be constrained.
If efforts are made to reconstitute parliament with Aristide backers who have
gone into hiding, it is unclear whether they
would be willing to return before Cedras is
gone.
''It is not a stretch to see that if it(Parliament)is not convened and therefore fails to
pass such an amnesty, Mr. Cedras will use
that as pretext to refuse to step down," said
Randall Robinson, head of the TransAfrica
lobbying group and a key Washington supporter of Aristide.
— Requirements of the military leaders
are limited to a provision for "certain military officers" to consent to "an early and
honorable retirement" by Oct. 15.
The Clinton administration earlier had
insisted the military leaders leave the country. U.S. officials insist they will leave for
practical reasons. But there is no assurance
they might not continue to wield influence
or lead a resistance.
Robinson called it a "total, impractical
folly to allow these people to stay in this
country with their assets and with amnesty
after they step down." He likened it to

letting Adolf Hitler, had he lived, remain in
Germany after World War II.
Clinton on Monday insisted the accord
nonetheless "dramatically increases the
chances of a peaceful transition of power,"
but said "I cannot answer all the questions
about what will happen in the future, and
what decisions people will make in the future, and where they will wind up living."
Administration officials were hardpressed to answer other vexing questions:
—For instance, will the Haitian military
leaders and their supporters have access to
financial assets held in the United States?
At the Treasury Department, spokeswoman Hamilton Dix said Monday that
officials had received no directive to lift the
freeze on the U.S. assets of Haitians. State
Department spokesman Mike McCurry said
the matter "would have to be examined."
—When will U.S. economic and reconstruction begin?
The Agency for International Development has a $104 million package of political, humanitarian,job-creating and law enforcement assistance; but under United Nations sanctions,economic aid is not allowed
until Aristide returns to power.
— When will the U.S.-trained "interim" police force of Haitians take over law
and order functions from the Cedras armed
forces?
"We're working on all this. ... All of
this has to be worked out very, very
quickly" said Bob Gelbard, an assistant
secretary of state who heads the police
training and recruitment effort. The new
Haitian police force originally was to
have begun work within days of the nowaverted U.S. invasion.

The Original Unplugged Music

APPALACHIAN STRINGS

rendering a fresh presentation of over three centuries of Appalachian music.

Fiddle • Claw-hammer & Bluegrass Banjo
Guitar • Jaw's harp • Mandolin • Lap dulcimer
Friday, September 23rd • 12 noon
Memorial Union • University of Maine, Orono
BANGOR LOUNGE

SUBWAY'
Buy

I fooi-LoNqaue)

A. MEDIUM 60D4

+

(with student I.D.)

and get a 21\117 r001-1_01\lc .5L5

.1/2 plzicE*
*must be equal or lesser value
Not good with any other specials

Deliveries Sun-Thurs 7pm - 1lpm

18 Mill Street, Orono

866-3550
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• Legal overkill

Man accused of killing abortion doctor convicted for noisiness
PENSACOLA,Fla.(AP)— A man facing
trial in the killings ofan abortion doctor and his
escort was convicted Tuesday of violating a
noise ordinance by shouting taunts at the same
clinic where the killings took place a month
later.
The six-member jury returned its guilty
verdict against Paul Hill following a one-day
trial and two hours of deliberation. The jury
acquitted Hill of a second charge of disorderly
conduct.
Hill was charged in both counts for yelling
"Mommy, Mommy don't let them kill me"
and similar statements through cupped hands
outside the Ladies Center on June 17.
The 40-year-old former Presbyterian min-

ister also faces an Oct. 3 trial in U.S. District
Court on charges of violating federal clinic
protection and firearmslaws and a Jan.30trial
in state Circuit Court on charges of murder,
attempted murder and shooting into an occupied vehicle.
He is accused ofkilling Dr.John B.Britton,
69, and retired Air Force Lt. Col. James H.
Barrett,74,as they arrived atthe Ladies Center
on July 29.Barrett's wife,June,was wounded.
Immediately after Tuesday's verdict, Escambia County Judge Thomas Johnson sentenced Hill to 45 days in jail. He is already
being held without bail on the federal and state
charges.
Hill's lawyer, T. Patrick Monaghan, said

he expected to appeal, arguing that Hill's conviction violated his right to free speech.
"Theissue ofabortion in this caseis whether

(11 BEER!,4
THE FAMILY MARKET IS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. WESLEY MALLETT, A
REPEATED DROPOUT OF THE
UNIVERSITY, TOOK OVER THE STORE THIS
SUMMER. WESLEY WAS AFFECTED BY
STEEP BEER PRICES EARLY IN HIS
ACADEMIC CAREER AND COULD NOT
AFFORD TUITION. Wes will tell you:
"Micromanagement of a beer store can make
such a difference in bettering so many lives.
Problem drinkers can still buy shoes for their
children. I sell non-alcoholic beer at cost."

• Health reform

Dole: Wait 'til next year
WASHINGTON (AP) — Health reform
appears dead for this session of Congress,
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole said Monday.
"Time has almost run out. I don't see
anything happening this year," Dole told the
non-profitIndependentInstitute."Maybe next
year we'll have a more rational approach to
health care."
"Nothing went wrong.It went right," said
the Kansas Republican.The American people
made thejudgment that they "don't want any
of these big, big packages," he added.
Dole said of the "mainstream" group led
John Chafee,R-R.I.,"I can tell you,if
Sen.
by
they bring out some complicated bill, it's not
going to go anywhere."
Chafee and others later met for more than
two hours with Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell to discuss their attempt to
puttogether a bill thatcould command atleast
60 votes.
Mitchell said afterwards they narrowed
their differences, but some issues remained
unresolved. They plan to meet again Tuesday.
They also discussed options for bringing leg-

islation to the floor and prospects for action in
the House.
"We recognize the very tight time constraints under which we're operating," said
the Maine Democrat.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
chairman of the Senate Finance Conunittee,
last week called for the Chafee group to give
up,saying its approach would harm Medicare
and Medicaid.
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., the top Republican on Finance, said, "It would be possible still to pass a very skinny bill. But it
would beskinnierthan the'mainstream'plan."
Sen. Kent Conrad,D-N.D.,said the moderates were encouraged by preliminary Congressional Budget Office figures indicating
their plan could cut the deficit by $56 billion
over a decade and boost coverage to 93 percent or 94 percent. It is built around subsidies,
market reforms and changes in deductibility
of health expenses.
They are still trying to work out differences with Mitchell over drug coverage for the
elderly, long-term care and what size companies could self insure, he said.

COFFEE HOUR
Meet other non-traditional students. COFFEE provided
for older students to relax and enjoy each other.
THURSDAYS
3:15 PM
NUTTER(COMMUTER)LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
Desert once a month

Would like to invite students to our
first meeting of the year to be held on
Thursday, September 22nd in the
Totman Lounge at 3pm.
Any questions?
Please call Shoshana Huberman or
Shellie Batuski at 581-1739.

we are going to abort the First Amendment to
the Constitution ofthe United States," the New
Hope,Ky.,lawyer said in his closing argument.
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827 Stillwater Ave
Old Town
In the FAMILY MARKET
off exit 51 on the way to UMaine
Open 7:00 a.m. M-F
Sat. 9:30 a.m.
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A natural garbage picker, Wesley has been
driving around in a beat up car paying cash for
returnables. Wesley prides himself in knowing
where a can is before it has been opened. How
has he mastered this knowledge? Wesley
delivered fifteen thousand plus pizzas for Pizza
Dome. He claims to have been in every dorm
room twice, in every apartment once, and to
100 North Main Street, Orono, three hundred
times. Wesley delivered pizza to every member
of the football team, and.to two University
Presidents.
Wesley has dedicated himself to lowering beer
prices. The key to his strategy is his redemption
center. If more people bring him cans,
redemption center profits will subsidize a lack of
beverage profits.
Wesley has been diagnosed with attention
deficit disorder. "For years I thought I was
crazy, and knowing that I have an excuse for
doing strange things gives me greater freedom.
I once ordered the same shipment of beer twice
and a double order came. I overcame my error
by lowering the price. I do this every week."

Cutler Health Center
Services Academic Year 1994-95
Early Bird Clinic
Monday-Friday
Clinic services are limited
to patients with common
complaints of sore throats
and cold-like illnesses. Ten
(10)openings daily.
Athletic Medicine Clinic
7:30-9:00 a.m.
Monday-Friday
Clinic will evaluate
practice injuries from the
previous day and illness
that might interfere with
student athlete's ability to
safely participate in
practice or competition.
9:30-11:30 a.m. Walk-in Clinic
Monday-Friday
General walk-in health
care and urgent visits.
Approximately 22
openings daily.
1:30-6:00 p.m. Appointments

7:30-8:30 a.m.
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• Technology

• Screwed-up technology

Denver gives up on hi-tech baggage system Research group
DENVER (AP) — The city will not
pay any more money for Denver International Airport's new-but-still-not-working baggage system, Mayor Wellington
Webb said Monday.
The mayor's statement came five
days after BAE Automated Systems presented a $34 million claim to the city for
work on the glitch-ridden system, including costs it attributed to late design
changes by Denver and access restrictions.
The claim is one of several from both
Denver and BAE that are to be dis-

cussed in mediation hearings beginning
Wednesday.
The $193 million computerized underground rail system has never worked,
and the $3.7 billion airport's opening has
been delayed four times, two of which
were blamed on the baggage system.
Last month, Webb announced plans
to construct a modified baggage system,
which would consist of parts of BAE's
system as well as conveyor belts, tugs
and carts. United Airlines has agreed to
take over the part of the system in its
concourse, which is expected to cost about

ANNOUNCING

TWO

NEW

$22 million.
"What we would say is the money we
earn we should be paid for," said BAE
company spokesman Laurie Cant.
BAE and Denver reached an agreement on the modified system Sept. 8.
BAE and United are negotiating a separate agreement to cover the United concourse.
The agreements set an opening date
on or before Feb.28,regardless of whether
the automated system is operable, said
Denver Public Works Department spokeswoman Amy Lingg.

CREF

ACCOUNTS

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE,FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.
hether you want a fund that
selects specific stocks or one that
covers the market, we're on the same page.
Our new CREF Growth and CREF
Equity Index Accounts use two distinct
strategies for investing in the stock market, but both aim to provide what every
smart investor looks for: long-term
growth that outpaces inflation
The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that are
poised for superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with a portfolio encompassing almost the entire range of U.S.
stock investments. It will invest in stocks

W

-

in the Russell 3000°7* a broad index of
U.S. stocks.
Like our CREF Stock Account, which
combines active, indexed, and foreign
investing, and our Global Equities
Account, which actively seeks opportunities worldwide, the new funds are managed
by experienced investment professionals.
They're the same experts who have helped
make TIAA-CREF the largest pension
system in the U.S., managing over $130
billion in assets.
To find out more about our new stock
funds, and building your portfolio with
TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800-842-2776.
And take your pick.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

*The new funds are available for Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your institutions plan. They are available For all Supplemental Retirement Annuities.
**The Russell 3000 is a registered trademark of the Frank Russell Company. Russell is not a sponsor of the CREF Equity Index Account and is not affiliated with it in any way.
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 000-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.

pushing for VR
developement
WASHINGTON(AP)— People won't
be exploring outer space or helping with
heart surgery from the comfort of their
homes unless the government aggressively
pursues now-lagging technology to create
virtual reality.
That's the conclusion of the National
Research Council, which on Monday detailed a large gap between the expectations for virtual reality and the machinery
that will make the futuristic concept possible.
Virtual reality is a concept in which
people use computer programs and imaging hardware to experience a different place
as if they were there.
"With the limited technology that is
currently available, there is a tradeoff between realistic images and real-time interactivity," said Dr. Nathaniel Durlach of
the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology,
who chaired the NRC study.
Only the entertainment industry is heavily pushing virtual reality, from interactive
TV to three-dimensional video games, the
NRC scientists concluded Monday. Relying on that work for virtual reality of good
enough quality to be used in medicine and
other fields will be folly, they said.
"In entertainment, it doesn't have to
very good, it just has to be real-time interactive," explained the NRC's Anne Mayor, who directed the study. "But if you
use this to operate on a person, you would
want the image to be pretty clear."
People are already using some aspects
of virtual reality: Remote-controlled robots take scientists to the ocean floor.
Rural doctors beam live pictures of patients to specialists for help in diagnosis
and even surgery from hundreds of miles
away.
The NRC drew a more intriguing picture: A medical student touches a beating
human heart and cuts it open. A program
that Superman would call X-ray vision lets
her watch how well the heart pumps in an
ordinary person going about his daily business. She performs surgery using a telerobot that doesn't have the hand tremors of
mere mortals and can move with the heartbeat so patients don't need their hearts
stopped for surgery.
The options are limitless, from exploring outer space more cheaply to developing
new manufacturing processes, Monday's
report said.
Scientists lack the technology to make
such long-awaited innovation a reality anytime soon, the NRC said.
The major European nations and Japan
already have national initiatives pushing
virtual reality, the scientists noted.
Here, about 25 universities, 15 federal
agencies and more than 100 companies are
working on different aspects of virtual reality, but most are in the early research
stages and are very unorganized, Mayor
said.
A single government group to help fund
and organize the work could put virtual
reality back on track, the report said.
And the equipment people now wear to
experience entertainment virtual reality
makes them drowsy, nauseated or somewhat hypnotic. "If the comfort of VR systems cannot be radically improved, the
practical usage of these systems will be
limited to emergency situations or very
short time periods," the report said.
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SportsPages
Chavez KOs Taylor
LAS VEGA.S (AP) — Julio Cesar
Chavezknocked Meldrick Taylor down
with a left hook,then finished him with
a flurry of punches in the eighth round
of their rematch Saturday night to retain his WBC super lightweight title.
Chavez, who stopped Taylor with
only two seconds left in their first fight
four years ago, needed no such lastminute heroics this time around.
Taylor, who had gone down seconds earlier, was taking a beating to
the head when referee Mills Lane
stepped in and stopped the bout at 1:41
of the eighth.
It was the 78th knockout in 93 fights
for the Mexican champion, who started slowly but began to dominate in the
middle rounds of the scheduled 12round fight
Taylor had vowed before the fight
to knock Chavez out in the eighth round.
But it was Taylor, not Chavez, who
was stopped in the promised round.
Chavez was ahead by five points on
one ringside scorecard and even on the
other two through seven rounds.
But a left hook about a minute into
the final round sent Taylor backwards
across the ring, where he fell to the
canvas near the ropes. He was up quickly, but Chavez was back on top of him.
For me, this is my revenge,'
Chavez said. For everyone who said
that I was done and that Don King
would fall; this is our revenge."

Former Tennis Great

Dead
SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. (AP) —
Vitas Gerulaitis, once one of the best
tennis players in the world, died Sunday, police said. He was 40 years old.
Gerulaitis apparently died of accidental carbon monoxide poisoning, police
said Monday night.
Gerulaitis,a former Australian Open
winner, played Wednesday in Seattle
on the Champions Tour, a circuit for
men's players 35 and over. He withdrew from the tournament the next day
because of a bad back.
Gerulaitis, who left the main tour in
1985, worked last weekend for CBS on
the U.S. Open as a studio analyst. He
also played in the men's 35 and over
doubles event during the Open.
"Everybody in tennis knew Vitas
as an outgoing and gregarious type.
It's a real shock," ATP Tour spokesman Kevin O'Keefe said.
An excellent shot-maker who played
with great flair, Gerulaitis had acknowledged using cocaine during the late
1970s and admitted his drug use undercut his ability as a player.
Gerulaitis beat John Lloyd in the
final of the 1977 Australian Open for
his lone Grand Slam title. He lost the
finals of the 1979 U.S. Open and the
1980 French Open. He won the 1975
Wimbledon doubles title with Sandy
Meyer.
Gerulaitis was No.4 in the world in
1984. He won 27 singles titles and nine
doubles championships on the ATP
Tour and had career earnings of
$2,778,748.

• UMaine Men's Soccer loses
• Hobson dropped from Sox

• Men's Soccer

Athlete ofthe Week

B.U. boots Black Bears
By Jeannie Blancq

in the first half we seemingly kept our
focus
and actually put a lot of pressure on
Sports Writer
B.U. for the next twenty minutes," said
Boston University continued its reign Atherley. "Then they seemed to have the
over the University of Maine men's soc- run of the play for the last fifteen minutes
cer team as the Terriers defeated the Bears of the half."
4-2 Saturday night at Nickerson field in
The Terriers came back strong with
Boston.
Alun Carter scoring at 46:00 and then
"There were certainly moments that Olsen again at 69:07 giving Boston Uniwe played very well in the game and versity the 3-1 boost.
Terrier Nick Bone tallied the fourth
there were moments that we had letdowns," said head coach Scott Atherley. B.U. goal with nearly five minutes re"I guess with a team like B.U. you can't maining.
Maine answered as forward Mike Dunafford to have a lot of letdowns."
in
the
The Terriers are ranked No. 5
phy headed in the final goal off a corner
nation and improve to 5-0 while Maine kick from midfielder Dustin Perkins with
drops to 2-2.
close to four minutes left.
The scoring started early on as
"We didn't really start playing until
UMaine's offense was caught up field. about 10 or 15 minutes left in the second
B.U. goalie Robert Forde notched the half," Dunphy said. "We decided that we
assist when he nailed a clearing pass to were sick and tired of B.U. beating us and
teammate Ola Olsen who booted it past we tried to do something about it, but it
UMaine goalkeeper Jeremy Dube at the was too late by then."
50 second mark.
Boston University outshot Maine 12Maine tied the game at 21:02 when 9.
forward Paul Davison was fouled in the
Dube was credited with five saves
penalty area.
while Forde recorded four saves.
Paul Kelly took the penalty kick and
Black Bear Notes:
put the Black Bears on the scoreboard,
• Maine plays their first home games
tying the game. The score would remain this weekend, Friday at 3 p.m. vs. Deltied until halftime.
aware and Sunday at 11 a.m. against
"I think after giving up the first goal
See SOCCER page 26

Karen Hebert(middle white),afreshman forward for the UMaine field hockey squad, has been named this week's
UMaine Athlete of the Week. Hebert
scored the only goal in the Black Bear's
upset of Michigan, and had an assist in
their 3-0 stomping of Pacific. She has
also been named this week's North Atlantic Conference Rookie of the Week.
Hebert is from Enfield, Connecticut.

• Baseball

Red Sox ax
Hobson

By Howard Ulman
AP Baseball Writer
BOSTON(AP)— Butch Hobson,who
could not turn around a team whose players admired him, was fired Tuesday as
manager of the Boston Red Sox after
posting losing records in his three seasons.
Although rumors of his dismissal circulated for the past two seasons, Hobson
said he was surprised he was let go.
"I believed in my heart that this day
would never happen," Hobson said during a news conference at Fenway Park.
"I'm not going to burn any bridges. When
new faces come in, they want to bring in
new faces. I knew that."
Speculation on Hobson's future intensified when Dan Duquette became
general manager last Jan. 27 after serving in that capacity with Montreal. It
increased when the Red Sox faltered after getting off to a strong start this year.
Duquette did not name a successor to
Hobson. He said he was considering candidates with more major-league experience, "an experienced veteran baseball
man."
"Butch gave his best efforts for the
last three years. Are we holding him responsible for everything that happened
with the club? The answer to that is no,"
Duquette said.
John Harrington, the Red Sox general
partner, said, "I have a short list" of
candidates."The question is whether the
short list is available. There's some great
managers out there within the industry
whom I think would love to play in Boston and,in most circumstances, it's quite
a challenge."
Hobson said he hopes to manage with
another organization.
The Red Sox finished fourth in the AL
East with a 54-61 record in the strikeMike Dunphy had one of Maine's two goals in their 4-2 loss to B.U. Saturday shortened 1994 season, 17 games out of
(Page photo)
See BUTCH page 26
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Butch

from page 25

first place. His record since taking the
job in 1992 was 207-232.
Hobson, 43, was not offered another
job with the Red Sox. He had flown to
Boston from Alabama after receiving a
call from Duquette on Monday night.
"I apologize for my attire, I didn't
know this was going to happen," said
Hobson, dressed in blue jeans, a leather
vest, a white crew-neck polo shirt and
brown boots.
He thanked late Red Sox owner Jean
Yawkey, former general manager Lou
Gorman, who hired him, and Haywood
Sullivan, Harrington's former partner in
the ownership group.
"My head's up because I'm proud
of what!accomplished here. My head's
up because I'm a good person," Hobson said. "Good things happen to good
people and good things will happen to
me."
Hobson was largely stoical and soft-

spoken as a manager, never outwardly
exhibiting the intense leadership he had
shown on the field as a third baseman
with the Red Sox, California Angels and
New York Yankees.
In Hobson's first season as manager,
Boston finished last in the AL East with
a 73-89 record. The Red Sox were in the
division race for much of the 1993 season
but ended up at 80-82.
"In the long run, the bottom line for a
major league manager is wins and losses," Duquette said. "While it's helpful
to be popular with your players, it's more
important to have their respect.
"I believe they gave their best effort
for him.I believe that Butch gave his best
effort for the Red Sox."
Hobson was known as a player's manager, keeping any criticism of a player
private. He said his players played hard
for him.
"If my players needed a swift kick in

Soccer

the rear end, and I think you can ask
anyone of them,they got it," he said. But
"I've told them to their face in meetings
that I love every one of them."
He also was known for his courteous
manner. But the growing pressure this
season brought a rare burst of anger when
he got into a shoving match with umpire
Larry Barnett during a 10-4 loss to the
New York Yankees at Fenway Park on
June 28. He received a five-game suspension.
Left fielder Mike Greenwell said that
while Hobson got along well with his
players, the manager is held accountable
for his overall record.
"I enjoyed playing for him, and I

know the players enjoyed playing for
him," said Greenwell.
"He's a great man," reliever Ken
Ryan said."You can't say anything bad
about the guy, his character. He's a professional. Even when all year long
there's been rumors of him losing his
job he still went about it with professionalism."
While Duquette said he wanted a more
experienced manager than Hobson, Gorman, now the team's executive vice president of baseball operations, downplayed
that as a factor in the firing.
"I don't think inexperience" was a
major factor, Gorman said."I think injuries hurt him a lot."

from page 25

Drexel.
After playing their first four games on
the road the Bears are anxious to play on
their home field for the first time since
preseason in August.
"After awhile long bus trips start to
wear on you a bit and it will be nice to be
able to play on our field for the first
time," said Atherley. "It's a big surface
which suits our strengths and that combined with being home is going to be to
our advantage."

Excited to play in front of their
friends and family and confident they
know what they need to win, the Bears
are ready to confront the weekend challenge.
"We know what to expect from most
of the teams in the NAC," said Dunphy. "With so many juniors and seniors who have played these teams
three or four times in our careers, we
know what to come out and do when
the time comes to kick off."

Chili Day
September 22
Commuter Office
Memorial Union
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
•

Pk finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

L

ighDligh,
ittriteturant ttc'Conner

Welcome UMO faculty, staff and students

Chinese Salad Bar Buffet

$4.95 Lunch buffet
$6.95 Dinner buffet
A selection of at least six hot entrees, plus appetizers and cold
salad. The price is good for students with valid ID.

Save 10% on drinks in lounge for bill over $15
(including food ordered) with UMaine I.D.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.

Players like UMaine's Michelle Gallan (#23) have helped lead the Black Bears
to a 3-1-1 start (Page photo.)

361'63 CASH Jad6
9
4
& PRIZES
$300.00
FREE TEAM "TEE SHIRTS"

SEPT. 24-25 10 AM...ON
CALL BEN LAMPRON FOR DETAILS

Sigma Chi - 866-2148

Sugarloaf USA
College Season Pass
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$299
Until Oct. 12
Athletic Ticket Office
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Yankee Conference notes

• NBA

By Larry J. Rogers

Grant signs with Magic

Sports Editor
Three weeks into college football season and there is a lot of excitement around
the Yankee Conference. There has been
upsets, blowouts, overtime games and
come-from-behind wins. A few teams are
playing much better than anyone expected,
while a few more are doing worse than
expected.
One of the top match-ups and upsets of
the week pitted the University of New
Hamphire against the 19th rated Div. IAA team in the country, the Dukes of
James Madison University. New Hampshire pulled off the upset of the week,
beating JMU 27-24. The Wildcats got 195
yards and a touchdown on the ground from
senior tailback Avrom Smith. New Hamphire is now 2-0 overall for just the third
time in ten seasons. For James Madison,
quarterback Mike Cawley put up careertype numbers. He threw for 240 yards and
a touchdown, while he also ran for 113
yards and two more touchdowns. JMU is
now 2-1 overall, 0-1 in the YC. The Wildcats play UConn at home this weekend,
while JMU is idle.
The number eight team in I-AA, William and Mary, kept on rolling, beating
non-conference opponent Furman, 28-26.
The Tribe, now 3-0 overall (2-0 YC), got
another big game from senior quarterback
Shawn Knight, who is the YC's #1 rated
passer. He completed 15 of 19 passes
(79%)for 219 yards and two scores. Senior
fullback Troy Keen,the YC's leading rusher, ran for 170 yards. The Tribe collides
with Virginia Military this weekend at
home.
Another Yankee Conference power,
Boston University (2-0, 1-0 YC), had a
tough time beating Maine (0-3, 0-2 YC)
31-18. The Terriers scored 17 fourth quarter points to secure the win. Senior quarterback Robert Daugherty made good on 30of
51 pass attempts for 360 yards and two
touchdowns. Daugherty was named Week

Three's offensive player of the week. Junior wide receiver Chris Walker caught five
passes for 117 yards. Maine's Steve Cates
caught6 Emilio Colon passes for 112 yards.
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Horace escape clauses to skirt NBA rules.
Boston University has now won 15 straight Grant, his initial contract with Orlando
Magic coach Brian Hill called the signregular season games, and travels to Vill- struck down by the NBA,signed with the ing of the 6-foot-10 forward "another
anova Saturday. Maine ventures to UMass. Magic for five years Monday in a deal sign of a commitment of the Magic(ownIn an exciting overtime thriller, the Del- already approved by the league.
ers) to build it into a championship orgaaware Blue Hens (1-1, 1-1 YC) edged
''We've done this before, and this is nization."
Wildcats of Villanova (2-1, 0-1 YC) 38- the last time,' said the free-agent power
"I think we have a great young nucle31. Delaware's senior runningback Daryl forward who played the last seven years us here ... to eventually win an NBA
Brown burned 'Nova for 151 yards rush- with Chicago Bulls.
championship," Hill said at a news coning. It was Delaware's ninth win over
The contract, with a two-year, early- ference at Orlando Arena.
'Nova in the last ten games. Delaware release option clause, was signed exactly
No further details were released
hosts a non-conference match-up with West a week after a federal judge in Newark, on Grant's contract. John Gabriel,
Chester next.
N.J., ruled Grant's first offer from the
See Magic page 28
The Massachusetts Minutemen (1-1, franchise — a $22.3 million contract with
0-0 YC),who boast the top-rated defense in a one-year escape clause — could violate
the YC, had no problem stopping non- the NBA salary cap.
conference foe Holy Cross, 32-0. The
The NBA initially took the Orlando
Minutemen also own the best rushing of- franchise to court, claiming the Magic's
fense. Junior runningback Rene Ingoglia owners were trying to use the one-year
carried the ball 30 times for a whopping
YC Standings
199 yards and a pair of touchdowns, while
tailback Frank Alessio picked up 113 yards
New England Division
on 15 tries.
YC Overall
Northeastern University is now 0-3
Boston U.
1-0
2-0-0
(0-1 YC), after losing to Rhode Island (2UNH
1-0
2-0-0
1, 2-1 YC), 27-20. Rhody's sophomore
UConn
1-0
1-2-0
quarterback Chris Hixson completed 19 of
Rhode Island 2-1
2-1-0
27 attempts for 232 yards and his 7th touchUMass
0-0-0
0-0
down, which leads the YC. Bobby Apgar,
Maine
0-2
0-3-0
a sophomore receiver for URI, already has
21 receptions for 372 yards in three games.
Mid-Atlantic Division
He also has four touchdown catches. Rhody
YC Overall
hosts Brown on Saturday, while NU meets
William&Mary 2-0
3-0-0
Richmond at home.
Delaware
1-1
1-1-1
Head coach Skip Holtz of the UniverJames Madison 0-1
2-1-0
sity of Connecticut(1-2, 1-0 YC)got his
Richmond
0-1
2-1-0
first win coaching the Huskies as they
Villanova
0-1
2-1-0
Brian Gaine is third in the YanCon
defeated the Richmond Spiders(2-1,0-1
Northeastern
0-1
0-3-0
with
13 catches(Boyd photo.)
YC) 36-21. The Huskie's Ed Long, a
tailback, rushed for 139 yards to become
UConn's all-time leading rusher with
2,335 yards. Richmond has now lost nine
straight to UConn. Richmond has the best
pass defense in the YC, allowing only
59.3 yards per game in the air; they also
have the worst rush defense.

10

Thursday Night at the Bear's Den
Back By Popular Demand!

• Great selection of bikes, parts
and accessories
• Expert tune-ups
• Ride schedule:
Mountain
Road

IND
LVISA

Monday
Weds
Friday

9 Pine Street
Orono, ME
866-3525

5:00PM
3:30PM
5:00PM

Open
M9-5
T-Th 9-7
F9-5
Sat 9-•

Thursday
September 22
9 PM
The Bear's Den

No Cover
Charge!
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
A Division of Student Affairs

Residents On Campus
A Board of Student Government Inc.

411,
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Grant

from page 27

Orlando's vice president of basketball operations, emphasized the NBA
backed the new contract.
"We do have an approved contract,"
he said.
Grant said he and his agent, Jimmy
Sexton,had not contacted any other NBA
club after the original contract with the
Magic was disallowed.
"My mind was made up ... I did not
(contact) anyone else," Grant said.
The new contract followed a legal
tussle between Orlando and the NBA
over the Magic's original offer of a sixyear contract.
That first offer called for Grant to
become a free agent after playing the first
year at a salary of $2.125 million. That's
the most the Magic can pay under the
salary cap.
Under that first proposal, Grant then
was to re-sign with the Magic for the
remainder of the contract terms.

On Sept. 12, U.S. District Judge Dickinson Debevoise said a one-year escape
clause in Grant's contract could be a
circumvention of the salary cap. The salary cap is designed to prohibit the richest
teams from signing all the best players.
At that point last week, Grant could
have agreed to a one-year, $2.125 million contract with the Magic or signed a
contract with another team with money
to spend below the salary cap.
Grant also could have gone back to
the Bulls, who had tried to re-sign him to
a five-year, $20 million contract. Another option he chose not to pursue would
have been to ask for a full hearing before
the judge to continue a fight for the first
contract proposal.
Referring to the legal tangle the Magic went through to sign Grant, Gabriel
said: "The real hero here, in my eyes,
is Horace Grant, who chose the Orlando Magic - again."

lam the great Cornholio
Heh... heh heh...

• College Football

How the top 25 fared
How the top 25 teams in the Associated ress' college football poll fared this week:
1. Florida (3-0) beat No. 15 Tennessee 31-0. Next: at Mississippi, Oct. 1.
2. Nebraska (3-0) beat No. 13 UCLA 49-21. Next: vs. Pacific, Saturday.
3. Florida State (3-0) beat Wake Forest 56-14. Next: vs. No. 16 North Carolina,
Saturday.
4. Michigan (2-0) did not play. Next: vs. No. 7 Colorado, Saturday.
5. Miami (2-0) did not play. Next: vs. No. 19 Washington, Saturday.
6. Penn State (3-0) beat Iowa 61-21. Next: vs. Rutgers, Saturday.
7. Colorado (2-0) beat No. 10 Wisconsin 55-17. Next: at No. 4 Michigan.
8. Notre Dame (2-1) beat Michigan State 21-20. Next: vs. Purdue, Saturday.
9. Arizona (2-0) did not play. Next: at Stanford, Saturday.
10. Wisconsin (1-1) lost to No. 7 Colorado 55-17. Next: vs. Indiana, Saturday.
11. Auburn (3-0) beat Louisiana State 30-26. Next: vs. East Tennessee State,
Saturday.
12. Alabama (3-0) beat Arkansas 13-6. Next: vs. Tulane, Saturday.
13. UCLA (2-1) lost to No. 2 Nebraska 49-21. Next: vs. No. 24 Washington State,
Saturday.
14. Texas A&M (2-0) did not play. Next: vs. Southern Mississippi, Saturday.
15. Tennessee(1-2)lost to No. 1 Florida 31-0. Next: at Mississippi State, Saturday.
16. North Carolina (2-0) beat Tulane 49-0. Next: at No. 3 Florida State, Saturday.
17. Texas (2-0) did not play. Next: at Texas Christian, Saturday.
18. Virginia Tech (3-0) beat Boston College 12-7. Next: vs. West Virginia,
Thursday.
19. Washington (1-1) did not play. Next: at No. 5 Miami, Saturday.
20. Southern Cal (1-1) did not play. Next: vs. Baylor, Saturday.
21. Oklahoma (2-1) beat Texas Tech 17-11. Next: vs. Iowa State, Oct. 1.
22. Brigham Young (2-1) lost to Colorado State 28-21. Next: vs. New Mexico,
Saturday.
23. Ohio State (2-1) beat Pittsburgh 27-3. Next: vs. Houston, Saturday.
24. Washington State (2-0) did not play. Next: at No. 13 UCLA, Saturday.
25. North Carolina State (2-0) did not play. Next: vs. Western Carolina, Saturday.

Maine Campus Classifieds
h

elp wanted

roommates

Attention! $1,000 weekly working
from home/dorm folding our
pamplets!...Materials supplied!...No
gimmicks!... See for yourself! Write!
Director, Box 11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339-1916.
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college tshirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A riskfree prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
Spring Break '95- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.
CRUISE SHIP NOW HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/month on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World travel .
Seasonal & Full-Time employment
available. No exp necessary. For info,
call (206)634-0468 ext. C50671.

Share lovely home in Orono modern,
clean, quiet, furnished washer dryer,
phone, great deal for nice student.
Clara 866-3701.
Roommate needed for Hubbard
Farms Townhouse as soon as possible
(male or female) call anytime 5818187.
Female Roommate Wanted! 10 mins
to campus, all util paid inc. cable $190/
mo. own room call 339-2103.

for

for sale
Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL • Sound Shapers
989-1889.
Several used, reconditioned road
bikes for sale. $25 to $100. All profits
to charity. 942-2514 Bob.
For Sale: 17.5 inch by 18.5 inch
$50 or best offer. Call
Andy 827-9868.
Macintosh Computer. Complete
system including printer only 4500. Call
Chris at 800-289-5685.
Plane ticket for sale - Bangor to
Raleigh, NC Sept 21 can change for
$35.00. $150 for ticket 989-6942.
Dorm fridge, 32 in. with a real
freezer. Great shape. $110 866-0209.
Atomic Arc skis marker racing
bindings only used one season asking
$200 call 947-0276 for more info.
For Sale! Futon $75 or best offer. Call
Leslie at 866-2570.

rentrefrigerator.

5 bedroom, 2 full baths, modern kitchen,
beautiful river views. 1 mi. to univ. $800
mo. heated call 827-6212
3 bedroom apt. 1 mi. to univ. modern
clean, beautiful river view excellent
location $640 mo. heated 827-6212
1 Roommate needed- Large house,
own room. Close to campus. Call Bill
866-0103.
Orono - rooms w/kitchen facilities,
ample parking and small backyard.
$225/mo. includes all utilities. 827-0471.

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

Albums; Talismen, Barracudas,
Ramones and much, much more! Call
Michelle at 581-2123.
Giant Iguana Mountain Bike
Shimano sis shifting, climbing bars, toe
clips, bottle rack, kryptonite lock. $200
Call Jeff @ 827-3174.
1I-82 scientific calculator. Brand new,
still in box - never used. Received as
gift, but don't need.$70 x7912.
2 USAir plane tickets - Boston/DC
good thru 5/95 - $140 each or best
offer. 866-7090 ask for Darren.
81 Olds Omega. New trans, brakes,
starter. Good working condition.
Asking $800 or B.O. 942-7270
Get Naked! Explore the human body
with CD-ROM anatomy software,
ADAM. Essentials for Mac or
Windows. Dissect skin to bone.
Special student price $149.95 Satisfaction Guaranteed 1-800-673-3705.

Get your ham radio license. FREE
CLASS! No skills req, no morse code req.
1 hour Mon night 9/19 7pm 152 Barrows. Info 866-5759.
Kimberly - Seattle, Portland, Berkley,
"Freaky". Eng Majors need to travel.
Dinner? Andy at cc. M-F, 2-4:30.
Wanted: Dedicated singers for
collegiate chorale. Rehearsals: Tues.
Thurs. 12:10-1:15p.m. Lord Hall Hurry!
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Make up to $2,000- $4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian Ianguages required. For info, call:
(206)632-1146 ext. J50671.
Racquet Stringings - Tennis or
racquetball. Quality work and fast turn
around. Call Jim at 827-7307.
Recording Studio - 16 Track, digital
mixdown, call Davenport Productions &
Recording Studio (207)827-8573.

miscellaneous
Sigma Chi Fall Rush Has Started
don't miss out. Italian dinner every
wed. @ 5:30. Pizza/football Sundays.
See you at the house. Call anytime
866-2148 (Chris Crotty & Brad Moll).
Female/Male Exotic Dancers for all
your party needs. Rated G, PG, R, R+.
Exotica 9474406. New talent welcomed.
In Limbo DJ Service All request. Exactly
what you want. The most music. M.
Laramee 947-9173
Songwriters join the Maine
Songwriters Guild. For details write a
note to MSG, PO Box 8058, Bangor,
ME 04401.

lost & founds
Blue LL Bean Fleece W/identifying
pink/red stain on front. Last seen at
cabins field across from park place after
rugby practice on Thurs 9/8/94. If
found call 866-7105.
Lost: 9/15/94 A pair of Ray Ban
sunglasses in Corbett Hall womens'
bathroom. Please call Seana 827-8597.

'

Did you lose or find
something? If you did call
581-1273 to place your
FREE classified ad.

